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Firey tales from Canada
our boys fighting fires in Canada the Aussie way,  

 ...but not with their ‘bear’ hands!

Plan your 
weekend at 
the Kangaroo 
Valley Folk 
Festival with 
your guide on 
pages 36 & 37

Read about the adventures of 
our boys on page 10

Ever had a ‘Grand Design’ dream?  
Follow the passion and hard work of 

Valley locals Bonnie & Brendan as they 
create their very own Grand Design in the 

Valley.... page 16

Say cheese! 
 The Kangaroo 
Valley 
cheesemakers 
share their craft 
at a series of 
workshops

read about the workshops on page 25
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KANGAROO VALLEY PHARMACY 

                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                    PHARMACIST EN QI ZENG 

WE  ARE NOW IN OUR NEW PERMANENT HOME !!! 

PLEASE COME AND VISIT US AT  
SHOP 3, 160 MOSS VALE ROAD 

ALL PRESCRIPTION & PHARMACEUTICAL NEEDS    WINTER OPENING TIMES:   

FREE BLOOD PRESSURE CHECK       MONDAYS to FRIDAYS :-  8:30am to 5:00pm 

NATIONAL DIABETES SERVICES SCHEME SUPPLIER   SATURDAYS :-  9:00am to 2:00pm 

FREE GIFT WRAPPING OF ANY PRESENTS PURCHASED   Shop 3/160 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley Phone 4465 2772 
WE WILL DELIVER PRECRIPTION MEDICATIONS TO REGULAR CUSTOMERS WHO ARE UNABLE TO GET TO THE PHARMACY 

Jeans for Genes
The annual Jeans for Genes fundraiser 
provides vital funds for Children’s 
Medical Research Institute [CMRI] to 
ensure researchers can find cures and 
preventions for childhood diseases.

This Iconic fundraiser began 24 years ago 
and brings together workmates, families, 
friends and school children across the 
country.

The children at Kangaroo Valley Public 
School embraced the ‘denim symbol’ 
in a very special way. Each student 
embroidered a square of recycled denim 
with an original design, and the result 
was an eclectic display of artistic talent 
to be made into a beautiful soft rag quilt.

The Principal, Andrew Smee, and his 
staff were most supportive of the project 
which was organised by Intan Kallus and 
her helpers. 

The squares were shown off at a mufti 
day on the last day of term, and smiles 
all round were evident of the pride the 
students have taken in their work and 
achievements.

The quilt will be raffled and the winning 
ticket drawn at the annual Kangaroo 
Valley CMRI Melbourne Cup champagne 
luncheon, on November 6th. Tickets will 
be available at selected retail shops in 
Kangaroo Valley village from 1st October. 

Your support for CMRI helps the dedicated 
scientists at the research centre create a 
healthier future for all our children.

Joan Bray

Flip Out! That expression will mean 
nothing to you unless you like 
trampolining. In south Nowra there is a 
trampoline centre called ‘Flip Out’, and 
we took our Crossroads primary school 
kids group there to finish off our term 
together. This term our group had the 
theme of ‘Epic Fails, Epic Grace from 
God’. We saw that even though people 
in the bible made big mistakes and 
deliberately hurt God, God in his mercy 
and love still showed his mercy and grace 
to those people. We saw through the term 
that the ultimate grace God has shown us 
is the death and resurrection of Jesus to 
make us his friends again! It was a good 
term together.

Some of the Crossroads kids ready for some 
tumbling on the trampolines at Flip Out

Attention year 12 students! In the 
upcoming school holidays we are 
running ‘Study Space’ again. This is 
an opportunity for year 12 students to 
have quiet study in the Anglican church 
hall from 9am to 5pm during the week. 
There is access to power boards for 
laptops. There is no need to ring up or 
book in, just come down to the church 
hall (opposite the primary school in the 
middle of town). 

If you are over 55, on Thursday October 
19 from 12.30pm to 2.30pm we are 
hosting another ‘Retired KVers’ activity 
and everyone in the community is invited. 
The theme is ‘Staying on the Road’. 
Heather Marshall from the RMS will be 
giving tips and assists in staying on the 
road for as long as we can after we 
hit 55. Many thanks to Lee Sharam for 
recommending this activity to us. 

Finally, in this last month it was a delight 
to dedicate Mirabelle Vidler at our 10am 
service. Mirabelle is the daughter of Liam 
and Jay Vidler and the grand-daughter of 
Brenda and Neville 
Vidler from Bendeela. 
We look forward to 
seeing Mirabelle grow 
up, being shown the 
love of Jesus through 
her family and in 
church! 

God bless, 

Andrew Paterson 
Mirabelle Vidler dedicated 
at the Church of the Good 
Shepherd
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Letters to  
the editor ...

Contributing to the Voice next month? 
Please send all content to 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au  
or call 0414 884 833 to book your 

space by  

OCTOBER 20TH

We are always happy to receive Valley 
news including reviews of events, 
upcoming activities, community 

recognition and any other relevant 
community news.

 
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

0414 884 833

Dear Editor,
 
We cannot say it enough, or thank them 
enough – but I wanted to express my 
gratitude for the outstanding work of 
both the RFS, Fire and Rescue and all our 
local emergency services during the most 
recent fires at West Nowra.
 
Only days before, we were celebrating 
the long service of Shoalhaven RFS and 
SES volunteer members in our region – a 
combined 529 years of long service was 
being recognised amongst awardees.
 
Without their dedication to training, their 
time and skill and the support of their 
wonderful family, incidents like the most 
recent one at West Nowra could have had 
dire consequences.
 
During World War 2, Winston Churchill 
spoke of volunteer soldiers in high 
esteem. He said the citizen soldier 
was “twice the citizen” due to their 
contributions, sacrifice and efforts.
 
I hold all our emergency services in the 
highest regard. I pay very special tribute 
to our volunteer services – you are our 
citizen soldiers and you are twice the 
citizen. Our community is deeply grateful 
for your efforts. Thank you for being 
there when our community needs you 
most. 
 
I hope most recent events remind us all 
to keep on the look-out for those who 
deliberately light these fires but also to 
prepare our properties and plans for the 
warm weather coming our way.
 
G Ward MP
Bomaderry 

The Kangaroo Valley Show is coming 
up on the 16th and 17th of February 
and the committee is working hard on 
some new interesting ideas. We would 
love the community’s feedback and 
assistance in ensuring we make the 
Show a fantastic experience for all. 
The Schedule booklet will be coming 
out soon, but be sure to keep checking 
the website for added activities and 
attractions:  
www.kangaroovalleyshow.org.au.
Inspiration station
This year we will have a tent featuring 
sessions with people who have 
experience, talent or expertise in 
various fields. We would like to invite 
people who have a story or insight to 
share - whether they be experts in their 
fields, talented individuals or someone 
with a unique interest. Stories can be 
told by a Q & A format with the emcee, 
a keynote or your preferred method. 

Examples of what we are looking for 
are farmer, scientist, sports person, 
historian, artist, musician, comedian, 
writer, industry specialist/professional, 
enthusiast or anyone with a great story.

Are you this person or do you know of 
someone? We would love to hear from 
you.

Decorate a kangaroo
As a fun and artistic 
element we will be running 
a competition for the best 

decorated kangaroo. This will be a 
wooden cut out (similar to the ones 
previously featured through town) with 
dimensions of 120cm high x 60cm wide. 
We will be placing these throughout the 
Show so that all visitors can view them 
while walking around. Information on how 
to obtain a kangaroo will be released on 
the Show website soon. In the meantime 
get your creative juices flowing! 

New activities
We are currently working on the 
attraction/activity program and 
have locked in more novelty races, 
competitions and laser tag. We are 
currently looking in to the option of 
camel rides and camel races: it would 
be great fun to see local riders compete 
against each other! 

Volunteers
Seeing that we are adding new elements 
to the Show with new activities etc, we 
are looking for volunteers to assist. There 
are some roles that are projects (like 
Inspiration station), and others that will 
be running activities on the day such as 
the Grand Parade, laser tag, rides etc..  
If you can assist, please email us.

For suggestions on what you would like to 
see at our Show, or to volunteer, please 

email kvshowcommittee@
gmail.com.

    
  Dee Kelly 

for the KV Show Committee

Call out for community involvement 
at the Kangaroo Valley Show
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Notice of the  
Kangaroo Valley Voice AGM

Date:  17th October 2017
Time:  6pm
Venue:  6 Rectory Park Way
Nominations: If you would like to 
nominate for a position please send 
a letter of intent to PO Box 6027 by 
the 10th October.

Voucher available at a cafe/restaurant of your choice in the Valley

For many years books on the history of 
Kangaroo Valley have been available for 
purchase at the Pioneer Village Museum. 
But now, for the first time, souvenirs 
designed to appeal to the less historically 
minded are available.

Caps, in either black or camel, are $20 
each, and keyrings are $5 each. Both will 
hopefully achieve two objectives: they 
are useful souvenirs of visits to our local 
museum, and can make others aware of 
its existence.

Even if you have recently visited the 
museum, why not drop in and buy a cap 
or a keyring - or preferably both - for 
yourself? The museum is open from 10am 
to 4pm every day except Tuesday and 
Thursday, and every day during school 
holidays.

The Trustees are grateful to Nicole Poelzl 
for this initiative.

      
    Tony Barnett

Souvenirs now available

You don’t have to be stupid to find 
yourself the victim of a scam.
Scammers are often very skilful, and very 
believable.
The latest “Scamwatch” statistics, 
published by the Australian Competition & 
Consumer Commission (ACCC), evidence 
the need for the greatest vigilance by us 
all.
In August 2017 alone:
• 14,746 incidents were reported
• $12,503,413 was lost
• 53% of victims were female, 44.6%  
 male and 2.3% “gender X’
• 42.8% of scams were delivered by  
 phone, 27.2% by email, 13.5% by text  
 message, 5.9% by internet, 4.7% by  
 mail, 2.9% by social networking and  
 only 1% in person
• the greatest number of victims were  
 over 65.
The top five scams, by the number of 
reports, were:
• phishing (the attempt to obtain 
 sensitive information such as   
 usernames, passwords, and credit  
 card details and, indirectly, money,  
 often for malicious reasons, by   
 disguising as a trustworthy entity)
• identity theft
• false billing

Scams • unexpected prize and lottery scams
• other buying and selling scams.
According to the ACCC, “Scams target 
people of all backgrounds, ages and 
income levels across Australia. There’s no 
one group of people who are more likely 
to become a victim of a scam. It’s not only 
the naïve and gullible who fall victim; 
all of us may be vulnerable to a scam at 
some time. Scams succeed because they 
look like the real thing and catch you off 
guard when you’re not expecting it. They 
also exploit your desire to be polite and 
respectful, as well as your generosity, 
compassion and good nature.”
The ACCC offers this advice to protect 
yourself:
• Be alert to the fact that scams exist.
• Know who you’re dealing with.
• Do not open suspicious texts, pop-up  
 windows or emails.
• Keep your personal details secure.
• Keep your mobile devices and   
 computers secure.
• Choose your passwords carefully.
• Review your privacy and security  
 settings on social media.
• Beware of any requests for your details  
 or money.
• Be wary of unusual payment requests.
• Be careful when shopping online.
Much more useful information and advice 
can be found on the website www.
scamwatch.gov.au. I urge you to look at it, 
and to report scams to the ACCC.
Also, Lee Sharam circulates by email, 
as community notices, details of scams 
reported to her by members of our 
community. Please don’t delete them 
unread, in the belief that you are not 
sufficiently gullible to fall for a scam.
      
    Tony Barnett

www.scamwatch.gov.au
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I’ll come straight out with it, I voted 
‘Yes’ in our very expensive non-binding 
postal plebiscite, and for one simple 
reason: it doesn’t affect me. As a 
straight married regular bloke, I have 
nothing to lose by voting yes on an 
issue that clearly affects the people 
concerned deeply. Of the LGBTI people I 
know and have known, all of them were 
in committed long-term relationships 
and had roughly the same aspirations 
regarding those relationships as I have 
for my own. If they want to marry, I 
don’t feel it’s my place to deny them 
the same relationship status I enjoy, or 
to judge their relationships unworthy of 
that status. 
In forming this view I’ve read, evaluated, 
and eventually found fault with many 
of the arguments put forward by ‘No’ 
proponents and, in the hope that my 
engagement with those arguments might 
help others still grappling with them, 
here’s my take on the ‘No’ arguments that 
failed to convince me.

It’s a threat to the family unit and 
children’s welfare
No, it’s not. By any objective measure 
the real threat to families and children 
is domestic violence and child abuse and 
neglect, tragically all far too common in 
our society. The most you could say might 
be that same sex marriage is a threat to 
the traditional ideal of the family unit, 
but clearly that ideal is not lived up to 
across the board. I’d suggest the true 
ideal family unit is not defined by gender, 
it’s defined by love and commitment. Kids 
are better off with loving self-sacrificing 
parents. Two of these of any gender, or 
just one of either gender, is far better 
than two parents of the other sort. 

Why I voted ‘Yes’
Traditional marriage has been that way 
forever and it’s wrong to mess with it
Ah, the old ‘if it ain’t broke’ argument. 
But, leaving aside the obvious rebuff that 
for many people traditional marriage 
is broke, this argument forgets that 
marriage has changed dramatically over 
recent decades, and it needed to. You 
don’t have to go too far back to a time 
when it was socially acceptable (and 
condoned by both church and state) for 
a husband to physically dominate and 
discipline his wife - unacceptable by 
any modern standard. Go a little farther 
back and wives were treated as assets 
rather than human beings and partners. 
Marriage, like all human institutions (and 
religions) has evolved over time, and will 
continue to.

It’s a threat to freedom of speech
This is only true in the sense that it might 
restrict your freedom to discriminate, 
and I don’t think it’s fair to curtail 
someone else’s rights to equality so that 
your rights to discriminate against them 
are maintained. These arguments are in 
my view the worst ones being bandied 
about, and anyone familiar with the 
history of the Civil Rights movement 
will recognise many of them, like the 
almost comic (if it were not so troubling) 
one that suggests as an example that a 
cake-maker should be allowed to refuse 
to make a cake for a same-sex wedding 
if they don’t support same sex marriage. 
That might sound reasonable to some 
on the surface, but don’t be fooled by 
it, the implications are enormous. No-
one is asking the cake-maker to marry 
someone of the same gender, just to make 
a cake. And if we enshrine the right of 
business people to discriminate in such 

circumstances we are on a slippery slope 
indeed - are we to have signs on shop 
windows saying ‘straight only’? I do not 
support the right of a business person to 
discriminate against particular customers 
on the basis of race, gender, religion, 
sexual orientation or views on same-sex 
marriage. Make the cake. You don’t have 
to go to the wedding. And if it becomes 
known that you refuse service on such a 
basis, expect the rest of us fair-minded 
people to buy our cakes somewhere else, 
too.

It’s a threat to religious freedom
No it’s not. Remember that the question 
we are being asked is ‘Should the law be 
changed to allow same sex couples to 
marry’. That’s it, nothing about forcing 
religions to change their teachings 
or perform same-sex marriages. The 
question pertains only to the legal basis 
of marriage, not the religious basis. If the 
question were ‘Should religions be forced 
by law to change their teachings and/or 
perform same sex marriages’ I’d be voting 
no. The only religious freedom being dealt 
a blow by this proposal is the freedom 
for religious groups to dictate to the rest 
of us what the rules should be, and I 
thought we’d settled that issue some time 
ago, even if the Australian separation of 
church and state still needs a little work.

It’s the thin end of the wedge!
Well, in the sense that it’s a mark of 
progress and that progress is likely 
to continue. I guess that’s true. But 
for those asking whether same-sex 
marriage between consenting adults (as 
is proposed) is going to lead to people 
legally marrying inanimate objects, non-
consenting persons, under-age persons 
or multiple persons, I can only remind 
you that the status of marriage as a 
legal contract between two consenting 
parties is not on the table, only the 
gender of those parties. Do you really 
think the Commonwealth of Australia 

151 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley • 4465 1512
... in the centre of town, opposite the Post Office

Your one-stop-shop for all your everyday and weekend needs

Open 7 days a week • 7am - 5pm

The Voice reached out to a couple of 
people who may have been on the 
No Side of the debate however were 
unable to contribute to the discussion 
prior to our publishing deadline.   
As an alternative we provide the 
following link for the Australian 
Christian Lobby who are backing the 
No Side of the Plebiscite.

http://www.acl.org.au/marriage

Whilst Kangaroo Valley Voice does 
not have a position it does believe in 
providing opportunities to both sides 
of this debate.  

The final decision is up to each 
individual and should be respected 
for what it is and hope that all 
are mature enough to understand 
contrary view points.
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This book is considered 
to be one of the great 
Russian classics; it was 
written in 1862 and 
set in pre -revolution 
Russia. Turgenev was 
very concerned with the 
condition and destiny of 
his country. Unlike his 
contemporaries, Tolstoy 
and Dostoyevsky, he 
wasn’t politically minded 
and didn’t wish to preach 
to his readers. He tried 
to understand the views, 
ideals and temperaments 
of the day, both those 
with which he sympathised 
and those by which he 
was repelled. This sets the scene for 
this novel which illustrates the wide 
gap of beliefs between the generations 
in an environment where tensions were 
clearly evident between the classes in 
the lead-up to the revolution. It’s a great 
illustration of families, life, love, religion, 
duels and serfdom in 19th century Russia.

The book starts with two students 
returning from university. Arkady Kirsanov 
and his friend Bazarov go to the modest 
estate of Arcady’s father in an outlying 
province of Russia. Arcady’s father Nikolai 
and his brother Pavel soon realise that 
their values have become outdated when 
faced with the radical new concept of 
Nilhilism, which both of the young men 
have embraced. Nihilism is the belief that 
all values are baseless and that nothing 
can be known or communicated. It is 
often associated with extreme pessimism 
and a radical scepticism that condemns 
existence. A true nihilist would believe 
in nothing, have no loyalties, and no 
purpose. Bazarov is a very intelligent 
young man and he has introduced Arkady 
to this concept, which includes discussion 
subjects such as “is marriage a prejudice 
or a crime”. Arkady appears to be totally 
under his spell - much to his father’s and 
uncle’s dismay. “I’ve fallen behind, he’s 
gone ahead”, his father laments. This 
could echo the sentiments of many a 
modern day mother or father.  

As the story progresses, the two young 
men visit a friend, Madam Odintsova, who 
is a wealthy widow living in the outskirts 
of Moscow with her younger sister. It’s 
here that Bazarov’s ideas about life get 
tested, as Odintsova finds him fascinating 
company and charms and almost taunts 
him into declaring his love for her. 
However, Basarov is clearly challenged by 
his attraction as the concept of love is so 

outside his nihilistic beliefs. His evident 
misogyny sinks to the depths when he 
says he’s like to see her body “on the 
dissecting table”. This experience leaves 
Bazarov seriously despondent. Arkady also 
loses his heart and cracks start to appear 
in his modern beliefs.

Without giving away too 
much more about the plot, 
the story takes the two young 
men on to visit Bazarov’s 
adoring mother and father, 
who feel blessed to see their 
son once more – he visits 
about once every three years. 
Their love for him knows no 
bounds but Bazarov cringes at 
the institution of the family.

I won’t even go into how 
Bazarov, on returning to 
Arkady’s fathers home, gets 
into a duel with Uncle Pavel!

The discussion amongst our 
book club members who read 
the book was around how the 
generation gap existed then 

as it does today and will probably always 
be so. There was also a lot of interest 
in how educated and cultured Russia 
was prior to the revolution, with French 
being the language of choice amongst 
the middle and upper classes. It is 
interesting to see how the class struggle 
was developing in the mid 19th century, 
and to realise that there were decades of 
struggle ahead, leading to the revolution 
of 1917. All in all, it was considered worth 
a read and it was a different genre to our 
usual choice of book, which made it all 
the more interesting.

If you want to get into reading Russian 
literature, this is a great book to start 
with; it’s a lot lighter, shorter and easier 
to read than some others! It comes with 
a warning though: as with all Russian 
novels, there is a challenge with getting 
to grips with the names, and I’d strongly 
advise you to print out a list of characters 
with their nicknames before you start – 
Wikipedia gives a good list! I first read 
this book as a teenager and I would 
recommend it to any idealistic young 
person who wants to understand better 
the point of view of their parents. It also 
offers a perspective on the political and 
class struggles still going on all over the 
world. Above all, some consider it to be 
amongst the world’s finest literature.

Another warning lies in the quality 
of translations available.  My copy (a 
Penguin Classic) was translated by 
Rosemary Edmonds and is considered 
to be a good translation and capable 
of presenting this novel as the great 
literature that it undoubtedly is. The copy 
I bought on kindle (for convenience) was 
a terrible translation – it almost felt like a 
computer did it! 

Sally Larsen

Fathers and Sons by Ivan Turgenev

is going to legislate to allow people 
to marry their cat, or their iphone? Of 
course not. It’s true our elected leaders 
haven’t yet worked out the detail of the 
protections needed around any change 
to the Marriage Act, but I suspect that’s 
because they are still (many of them at 
least) hoping the plebiscite will kill the 
issue for another decade and they won’t 
have to think about it. Assuming for a 
moment the ‘Yes’ vote gets up, and that 
the government shows enough good faith 
to do something about it, give them a 
little credit for being able to put some 
safeguards in place to prevent the end of 
civilisation as we know it. 

Some LGBTI people don’t support it
Well it’s hardly surprising that within a 
group of people so diverse their collective 
acronym extends to five letters there 
would be diversity and a divergence of 
opinion! I bet we could find some church-
goers that support SSM against the wishes 
of their religious leaders, too, but let’s 
all try not to build selection bias into 
our views on an issue that enjoys broad 
support across our society. How broad? 
We’ll know in November.

People who support same-sex marriage 
are just so...
Did you hear about the person who got 
fired for speaking out against same-sex 
marriage? Even taking this on face value 
and ignoring the possibility there is more 
to those stories, I’d have to agree that 
a small minority of marriage equality 
supporters are not doing their cause any 
favours by their words and actions. Having 
said that, there are also some on the 
other side of which the same could be 
said. But if you accept or reject a premise 
on the basis of the actions, character 
or appearance of its most extreme 
supporters (or opponents), that’s a pretty 
bizarre way to determine your position, 
particularly on something like this 
plebiscite which seems almost designed 
to bring out the worst on both sides of the 
debate (and seems to have succeeded in 
doing so). We owe it to everyone whose 
life is affected by this to judge the case 
on the merits of the arguments, not the 
advocates. Put another way: play the 
ball, not the man (or woman).

Well, there you are; no doubt some 
will find fault with my reasoning, that’s 
inevitable in an argument as emotive 
as the marriage equality debate has 
become, but hopefully all can at least 
give me credit for engaging seriously and 
genuinely with the issues. And, if this has 
helped you to sort out the wheat from 
the chaff in terms of the logic and merits 
of the various arguments a little more 
clearly in your own mind, that’s good, 
whichever way your decision goes. 

Time to have your say - ballots are due in 
by 7 November.

    Mike Hammond
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Rebuilding from loss
There is one thing that all human beings 
have in common, we have all suffered 
a loss. As we grow older the losses can 
pile up like a stack of old books, stashed 
in a corner. The worn pages, dog-eared 
and stained with tears. Some are ripped 
as we try to tear the hurt from our 
lives, but the loss remains. Some things 
in life don’t fade easily. 
A child may lose a toy and can forget 
about it moments later - a loss that is 
not recorded in their memory books. Or 
a child may lose their self-worth; it may 
go unnoticed, but deep impressions are 
made in their psyche that carries over 
into adulthood. Other losses come as we 
age, such as the loss of a job, loss of a 
significant relationship, loss of function, 
loss of memory, just to name a few. Loss 
happens at all different spheres and ages 
of life. 

The losses become more apparent as we 
gain in understanding of its significance. 
Like swimming under murky water and 
then surfacing to take a breath, we 
realise what we are left with and how 
hard it is to stay afloat. Sometimes the 
murkiness becomes the norm and we do 
not know how to get to the top anymore. 
We need a breath of fresh air but are 
numbed by the loss, unable to move. 

The story does not have to end here. 
There are ways to cut through the 
murky waters and reach the top again. 
The heavy gloom does not have to last. 
Dusting those old books, and turning to 
look at that significant loss, can make 
a lasting impact on the next chapter of 
life. Dare I say, it may be a new book of 
mystery and adventure? A loss not grieved 
is a loss left unprocessed and unused. 

A lot of the time we put on a brave 
face and pretend that the loss never 
happened. This only leads to a build-up 
of toxic feelings and unresolved grief 
that causes further complications within. 

The Australian Bureau of Statistics states 
in their 2014-15 report that “People 
with a mental and behavioural condition 
were almost twice as likely than those 
without a mental and behavioural 
condition to report having diabetes… 
almost three times as likely to report 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease… 
and around twice as likely to report 
osteoporosis.” The state of our emotional 
health impacts our physical well-being. 
There must be something significant in 
the fact that every human goes through 
loss. Discovering meaning within the loss 
and more about self can help to positively 
integrate the loss, avoid physical illness 
and increase resilience for future losses. 

As with such deep and life-changing 
events, going through a loss in isolation is 
difficult. Even though we naturally want 
to hide, to rebuild from a loss involves 
reaching out for support. There are so 
many facets to one loss. Like a gemstone 
that shines when light reflects off one 
of its facets, so it is with loss. A person 
dying does not just leave an empty space. 
It could be the loss of friendship, no 
more hugs, their wacky sense of humour 
is silenced, one less smile passing by, a 
helping hand, a pat on the back, a place 
to feel at ease are now all lost. It is 
important to understand what makes up 
the totality of the loss. It is OK to grieve 
deeply about each part, even if it may 
seem insignificant.

Rebuilding from a loss is an important life 
process to learn. Everyone experiences 

Dr. Jeanette Keir MBBS (nSW)
Kangaroo Valley Community Centre 

(Ambulance Station) in Broughton Street
4465 2007 

    Usual opening hours:
 Mondays   1-30 pm to 5-30 pm
 Tuesdays and Wednesdays  10.00 am to 1.30 pm and 
  2-30 pm to 5-30 pm
 Thursdays 10.00 am to 1 pm

  Consultations and house calls by appointment

loss but not everyone comes out of it 
well. Bruce Fisher, author of “Rebuilding 
When Your Relationship Ends”, has 
created a 19-step, evidence-based 
process to help people adjust to the loss 
of a love in their life. The fact that it 
has 19 steps shows that dealing with a 
significant loss is a process and requires 
time. While it is scary to go into the 
recesses of your mind where you have 
buried a loss, there is a reward in doing 
so. Some of the steps in the “rebuilding” 
process look at fear, loneliness, guilt and 
anger. These emotions, if left unchecked, 
become toxic, hurting you and those 
around you. Other steps are adaptation, 
friendship, transition, with the last 
step being freedom. There is hope. It is 
possible to get to a place of feeling good, 
moving forward and experiencing joy 
again. 

Good mental health is a crucial aspect 
of life. This October is National Mental 
Health Month - coinciding with World 
Mental Health Day on Tuesday, 10th 
October (1010.org.au) - a national 
initiative to reduce stigma towards 
mental health. Take time this October 
to reflect, seek help and encourage one 
another. Opening one of those losses, 
buried deep down, may sound daunting 
but it will bring a freedom and joy that 
will reap emotional and physical benefits 
once you have processed it. 

      
Karen Isaacs, Counsellor 

c2scounselling.com.au

To highlight the national mental 
health month, Karen from Connect 
to the Source counselling is offering 
a reduced rate during October to 
provide an incentive for anyone who 
would like to process a loss in their 
life, are feeling low or struggling 
with their mental health. All sessions 
during October will be only $35 per 
hour, held in the KV Medical Centre or 
via phone. To make an appointment 
call or text 0402 302 378 or email 
info@c2scounselling.com.au. 
Take the opportunity this October to find 
hope, health and healing for your life.

October Offer to 
Valley Residents
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Our guest speaker in September was 
Ian Duncan, a clinical hypnotherapist. 
Clinical hypnotherapy is the use of 
an altered state of consciousness, or 
trance, for therapeutic means. Ian feels 
that trauma, caused by shock, conflict 
or stress, can be a deep-rooted cause of 
many of our fears, even illnesses. 
Using hypnosis, Ian leads his patients 
into a deeply relaxed, meditative state, 
into the subconscious mind. He tries to 
get them to reach whatever trauma was 
causing their anxieties and let it go, to 
forgive if necessary. He recounted stories 
of people he had helped, for example 
a woman with oesophageal cancer who 
had a severe fear of undergoing chemo. 
By releasing an anger she had hidden for 
many years she became more relaxed and 
was able to undertake the treatment.

Compassion and letting go are the most 
important tools, he says. “If you let it go, 
I believe you can get well.”

Thank you, Ian, for a most interesting talk.

The National Convention was held in 
September in Tamworth and was attended 
by Heather Isemonger. I’m sure she 
will fill us in on all the details of the 
conference and the interesting speakers.

Please don’t forget to help us selling 
raffle tickets over the long weekend. This 
is our main ticket selling opportunity. I 
know many of us are tied up with family 
and friends over this weekend, but if you 
could possible spare a couple of hours we 
really would appreciate it. Please ring Sue 
if you can help and haven’t already put 
your name on the roster. 

On 13th October, we are celebrating our 
30th birthday! Please try to join us on 
this day. We will not be having a normal 
meeting or guest speaker and have invited 
many of our previous members. We are 
looking for flowers for the tables, posies 
in vases please, and as many items as 
possible for the trading table, as members 
from other clubs always love to buy from 

this. We would appreciate it if you could 
please drop off any trading table items to 
Sue or to any other committee member in 
the week before the lunch.

As usual the meeting will commence at 
11.30am for 12 noon.

Don’t forget to let Sue Pfafflin know 
by lunchtime on the Monday before 
the meeting if you will be unable to 
attend, on 4465 1136, or by email at 
suebarrypfaf@bigpond.com.

Everyone is welcome at VIEW. To find out 
more please contact me on 4465 1955.

      
   Jenelle Brangwin

Women of all ages are part of the 300 VIEW clubs around Australia. Driven by the mission of 
creating social change in Australian communities, VIEW empowers women to have their voices on 
issues of importance for the future wellbeing of Australian society. (www.view.org.au)

Three of the guest speakers at the 2017 VIEW 
Convention in Tamworth, Anne Summers, Anna Bligh 
and Jane Hutcheon.  
Image credit: www.janehutcheon.com
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August-September call outs
A few details on the callouts for this 
month to let you know what the brigade 
has been up to.

1st call was to attend a grass fire in 
the village when a pile burn spread 
to surrounding grass and was quickly 
extinguished by the attending crew.

2nd call was to attend a small pile burn 
in Barrengarry that was generating 
significant amounts of smoke and 
restricting visibility for traffic on Moss 
Vale Road. The smoke was quickly bought 
under control.

3rd call was to attend a motor vehicle 
accident on Barrengarry Mountain where 
the driver was trapped. The driver had 
been freed by the attending ambulance 
and police units by the time the crew 
arrived, and we undertook traffic control 
until the damaged car had been removed. 
We have attended numerous accidents on 
this point in the road. Please take extra 
care when travelling into and out of the 
valley as our roads can be treacherous, 
especially immediately after rainfall 
when the roads can become very slippery.

4th call was for a small rubbish fire. 
Neighbouring brigades were quickly in 
attendance and identified that no RFS 
action was required. A stop message from 
Fire Control was received meaning the 
crew en route did not need to continue to 
proceed to the incident.

As well as Triple Zero calls our firefighters 
also attend larger fires as part of a 
coordinated regional effort with other 
brigades. Our brigade attended two such 
coordinated efforts this month. The first 
was to assist other crews with controlling 
a bush fire on Yalwal Road, North Nowra 
which had been started when a camp fire 
had not been properly extinguished. High 
winds blew embers 30-40m causing 35 
hectares to be burned out. The second 
was to the large fires at Summercloud Bay 
which burned over 1600 hectares of bush. 
Our crew had a largely patrolling brief to 
ensure the fire did not cross Jervis Bay 
and Wreck Bay Roads. 

Our firefighters also come across and 
assist with incidents in their everyday 
travels. On his way to work, Greg recently 
discovered a man close to a rolled car. He 
reviewed the situation for potential issues 
such as leaking fuel and the driver for 
any injuries and escorted him to the local 
ambulance station to be checked out.  

Fire Permits
A reminder that Fire Permits are required 
for pile burns, etc. Please ensure you 
have a valid permit and provide 24 hours’ 
notice to any adjoining neighbours; 
otherwise you are likely to receive an 
infringement notice and a visit from your 
local brigade. The brigade must respond if 
a triple zero call is received. Take notice 
of any SMS messages from Shoalhaven 
Fire Control that will be sent to permit 
holders informing them of any temporary 
suspensions of permits due to adverse 
weather conditions. Fire permits can be 
arranged with advanced notice to your 
local fire permit officers:

Mike Gorman 0447 651 540

Neil Breeze 0439 065 128

Dave Smart 0467 812 190

Keith Nelson 0408 273 057

Bill Chittick 0400 873 012.

We completed a successful Get Ready 
weekend event at the Valley Farmers’ 
Market on Sunday 10 September with 
almost 100 Get Ready packs issued to 
enquiring land and homeowners. Details 
can be found on the RFS website at: 
http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/plan-and-
prepare.

And brigade members are available to 
provide advice on how to protect your 
home and minimise damage. Remember 
the first decision is whether to stay and 
defend or leave. Both need appropriate 
planning, and guidance is available on the 
above website with help to allow you to 
define your Bush Fire Survival Plan.

Make sure you are familiar with Fires Near 
Me, available on the RFS website and as 
a smart device app, which will indicate 
current fires and provide guidance on 
recommended actions such as leaving to a 
safer location.

Fundraising
Our team is almost 75% of the way to 
our funding target of $10,000 for Motor 
Neurone Disease (MND) cures. With the 
climb at Centrepoint Tower less than a 
month away, our training efforts have 
stepped up and you may see firefighters 
training at the oval or the more popular 
fire escape at The Friendly Inn – better 
opportunity to replace lost fluids after 
the training sessions! We still need 
your help to reach our target and 
donations can still be made at http://
firiesclimb.gofundraise.com.au/page/
KangarooValleyRFS. Just select the team 
or your local KV firefighter to make a tax-
deductible donation. 

Motor vehicle accident Barrengarry

News
Only last week, Dusty and Pete returned 
after their five week secondment to help 
the Canadian Fire Service tackle their 
wild fires, with over 300 active fires 
burning more than 1.2 million hectares 
in British Columbia. In extremely dry 
conditions, pine forests were destroyed 
by a pine beetle, leaving many dead trees 
to provide significant fuel for the forest 
fires which have burned for the last two 
months. Fire behaviour in the pine forests 
was very intense, with backburns at times 
producing flame heights in excess of 60-70m.

Australian Team returning home from Canada

Dragon flame - Canadian fires

Dusty and Peter at work in the Canadian fires
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On Saturday 14 October a team of seven Kangaroo Valley RFS members will be climbing the iconic Sydney 
Tower Eye, along with hundreds of other firefighters, as quickly as possible, in full structural fire fighting 

ensemble, to raise money and awareness for Motor Neurone Disease (MND). Please help them raise as much 
money as possible to help stop this devastating disease.

Teams of firefighters will race to climb all 1504 stairs (98 floors) of the Sydney Tower Eye, each carrying an 
additional 20kg of gear. It will be a gruelling challenge; however it is nothing in comparison to the challenge 

patients with MND face every day.

MND is a progressive, terminal neurological disease. It affects the nerve cells (neurones) controlling the muscles 
that enable us to move, speak, breathe and swallow, causing them to degenerate and die. A person’s senses and 

intellect are not affected.

Every dollar raised will directly support vital MND research at the Macquarie University MND Research Centre. 
Every cent helps. Please dig deep.

We are seeking public and corporate support to help us raise $10,000.00 for the team.

Donations can be made at 

http://firiesclimb.gofundraise.com.au/page/KangarooValleyRFS.

Just select the team or your local KV firefighter to make a tax deductible donation.

Sydney Tower Team: Mike, Mark, Gary, Chloe, Dusty, Dave & Jamie

After a slow start, with briefings to 
cover different methods used and also 
learning how to identify and handle 
different species of bear, they were 
heavily involved in all aspects and 
different terrains. Operational procedures 
were very different, such as the many 
kilometres of hose Dusty and Pete laid 
out of the back of their ute, compared 
with our more mobile and custom-built 
4WD appliances. That didn’t stop Dusty 
and Pete creating their own Australian-
style fire pick-up which quickly became 
in popular demand amongst the Canadian 
crews. 

This was the first time that Australian 
personnel have been deployed 
internationally as actual fire fighters, as 
opposed to the typical management and 
aviation roles. Once our team of 40 fire 
fighters had been assessed by local fire 
authorities, they were very impressed 
by our wide and varied range of skills 
and the Australian “make it happen 
attitude”, and we ended up being very 
much in demand and requested by other 
sector leaders. We were part of a true 
international effort with fire fighting 
teams from all provinces of Canada, USA, 
Mexico and NZ all taking part, and with 
some encouragement being dragged into 

the Aussie’s cricket games in camp when 
time permitted.

Training and operations
An After Action Review of the successful 
Bendeela Power Station training 
exercise carried out last month was 
undertaken with Origin and other 
brigades. Numerous improvements and 
additional opportunities were identified 
and there was unanimous commitment 
to undertake further training exercises. 
Thanks to Origin and all the brigades and 
other emergency services personnel that 
attended both the training and review.

We continue to ensure our equipment 
and skills are maintained and improved. 
Our appliances have been serviced ready 
for what promises to be a busy bush fire 
season. Our new recruits are nearing 
completion of their Bush Firefighter 
certification to allow them to attend 
incidents, and other members are 
working on and expanding their skills. 
All new recruits are always welcomed 
– come on down to the station at 6pm 
every Wednesday to discuss how you can 
contribute to the safety of our beautiful 
valley.

 
    Dusty Smart

Firey’s climb training

Weekend at the Farmers Market
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Kimberley Adventure

We felt this year it was time to forgo 
a trip overseas and decided we would 
rather see something of our own country. 
The Kimberley was chosen.  

The far north of Western Australia always 
conjured up a vast space of desert and 
endless plains; however, on reading 
the tour notes we noted that rivers, 
waterfalls, lakes, gorges, ranges, thermal 
springs, helicopter flights and a myriad 
of other attractions were mentioned. We 
ticked the box!

Our starting point was Broome - a small, 
laid-back town with a good choice of 
shops and cafés (mango smoothies a 
must!). We also spotted an antiquated 
outdoor cinema which has provided 
movies to the locals and tourists for many 
years. 

On leaving Broome, we were on our way 
in a small 4-wheel drive vehicle onto the 
infamous Gibb River Road. This ‘unmade 
road’ stretches for just over 90km 
diagonally across The Kimberley. This part 
of the journey promised a very bumpy, 
very dusty ride for the next six days but, 
we thought, this is Australia!

Our first stop was Mornington Wildlife 
Sanctuary. Once a dominant cattle 
station, the property is part of the 
Australian Wildlife Conservancy - one of 
the largest non-government protected 
areas in Australia - which owns and/or 
manages a staggering 2.6 million acres in 
The Kimberley.

The sanctuary itself is a large area of 
800,000 acres – all fenced off, not to keep 
the cattle in but to keep them out! A 
group of very dedicated young people run 
this place, all very passionate in keeping 
the area as natural as possible to preserve 
such wildlife as the Northern Quoll and 
the rare Gouldian Finch - to give them a 
fighting chance for survival. 

Our first ‘glamping’ experience (luxury 
camping) started here. Large cosy tents, 
with ensuite. Excellent accommodation 
for warm temperatures, but when the 
temperature dropped to 6º in the evening 

it proved a bit chilly, even with all the 
flaps down. After dinner, we welcomed 
a warm-up around the campfire before 
retiring. We were very pleased to find 
thick quilts on the bed!  

Other highlights included:

• An 18-minute helicopter flight over 
the Bungle Bungle Range to appreciate 
the layers of colours and to marvel at its 
overall size.

• A three-hour cruise down the Ord 
River to learn of the Ord Irrigation 
Scheme, whilst counting the many fresh 
water crocodiles, hiding in the weeds, 
like traps waiting to be sprung. (The dam 
was constructed in the 1980s to give the 
town of Kununurra permanent water and 
prevent flooding of farmland).

• A walk through the kilometre-long, and 
very high Echidna Chasm - so narrow that 
only a slither of sky could be seen from 
ground level.

• A four-hour walk to the four-tiered 
Mitchell Falls, observing rock formations 
on the way, with a helicopter flight back 
to camp.

• A walk to the stunning Emma Gorge 
and a dip in the cool swimming hole at 
the top, complete with waterfall. 

• The underground river walk at Tunnel 
Creek National Park, negotiating our way 
in the knee-high water (in places) with 
our torches.  

• The indigenous cave art – many 
thousands of years old.

• Sitting round the campfire at night 
with our guide, Wayne, listening to the 
stories of the first pioneers (namely, 
the Durack family) who bravely opened 
up The Kimberley wilderness for cattle 
farming in the late 1800s, for generations.

Once we had reached the well known 
tourist resort of ‘El Questro’, the 
remainder of the tour was on tar-sealed 
roads (thankfully), for our return to 
Broome, via Halls Creek and Fitzroy 
Crossing. 

Our guide was asked why the resort had 
the Spanish name ‘El Questro’. We were 
told the original owner, Torrens McMickie, 
who built the original homestead in 
1958, took the name from his favourite 

comic book! One can stay at the now very 
luxurious homestead for a mere $1,900 - 
$2,900 per night.

The round tour of 3,600km was well 
worth the ride, despite the bumps. To us 
The Kimberley is now no longer the vast 
desert that we had imagined, but a land 
interspersed with so much natural beauty 
and rock formations - not forgetting the 
many beautiful creek and river crossings 
which made the perfect stops for our 
picnic lunches.

Our last day in Broome proved another 
memorable highlight to remember. At 
7am we boarded a sea-plane for an hour-
long flight to Cape Leveque, a point just 
north of Broome. After being dropped 
off at a house-boat for a delicious BBQ 
breakfast, we were taken by speedboat to 
go through the ‘Horizontal Falls’. Now we 
understand why these falls were named 
thus! It was so thrilling negotiating this 
very narrow passage which causes a great 
gush of water, depending on the tide, 
between two very high rock peaks.  

Once back at the house-boat, one just 
had to swim with the sharks (in a wire 
cage alongside the houseboat) when 
they came in for their daily snack of fish, 
tossed in by the crew. 

Our final activity for the day was drinks at 
the Sunset Bar before dinner (at the Cable 
Beach Resort), to watch the renowned 
scene of camels passing along the waters 
edge, weighed down by tourists between 
their humps. We counted 45 camels in 
all, so it was quite a sight just watching 
them walk so slowly and silently with the 
sun setting on the horizon behind them, 
highlighting their silhouettes as they 
passed.  

What a way to end a perfect tour!  

   Catherine Nieuwendijk
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That’s how the PR company promoting 
the Motorcycle Grand Prix describes Peter 
Thomas.

Peter, who has lived in the Valley for 18 
years, and his son, Haydn, have been 
riding to the Grand Prix since its inception 
in 1989. Before that they would go to 
Bathurst, but in the mid 80s there was a 
riot. “It was a little scary, especially as 
Haydn was only about seven or eight.” 
When that event was scrapped and the 
international grand prix announced, to be 
held at Phillip Island and to be a family 
affair, they decided to go. And it was as 
described. Having international status, 
it was a completely different event 
from the domestic one. They piled into 
their ute with all their camping gear and 
camped in a paddock near Cowes. “It 
was pretty rough and ready, not really a 
campground, with about 500 people and 
one toilet. We would catch the bus in and 
out from the circuit.” 

For the next few years the event was 
held at Eastern Creek, which they also 
attended a couple of times; then in 1997 
it moved back to Phillip Island, where it 
has been held ever since.

Peter and Haydn have attended most of 
the GPs since that time. Taking the ute 
for camping (“because Phillip Island is an 
island of four seasons and camping off 
the bike can be pretty uncomfortable”) 
and a bike, they head off down the Coast 
Road, often with a group of friends from 
the Valley, taking a couple of days to 
get there. “When Fiona and Simon had 
the hotel, a big hotel group went down 
by car. We had a giant party that year.”  
They will be heading off again for this 
year’s event on 19-22 October, with a 
group from the Valley plus a couple of 
Haydn’s friends. Dave Smith helps with 
the flag marshalling. 

“It is one of those like-minded things. 
People don’t always know each other, but 
you’re all there for the same reason. You 
all need to drink beer, you all need to eat 
food, you all need to hand around the one 
camp when not at trackside, so you all 
get to know each other. There’s a huge 
mix of people from all over Australia, 
including family groups, fathers and sons, 
groups of mates. I’ve never heard or 
seen any trouble in our group or in any 
of the others. It’s very self-regulating. If 
someone has a few drinks and gets overly 
vocal, someone in his group generally 
pulls him into line. I’ve never seen a 
confrontation.” 

“From the minute you arrive there are 
three days of pure speculation, all the 
way till Sunday afternoon. You know; who 
you’re watching, who you think will win, 
who’s going to have a go, maybe get a 
podium position. You’ve never seen so 

Peter Thomas – Australian MotoGP’s biggest fan!

many people who know so much.”

Over the years they have watched and 
speculated about some of the greatest 
riders: Wayne Gardner, Mick Doohan, 
Troy Corser, Troy Bayliss, Gary McCoy, 
Tracy Stoner and now they’re watching 
Jack Miller’s rise. “They have all 
been memorable experiences, all our 
champions winning, a lot of guys just 
busting their butt just to finish the race. 
Some appear to have no hope, then they 
get ahead.”

Apart from the excitement and 
atmosphere of the race, Peter loves the 
beauty of the place. “The circuit just 
backs on to the ocean. You walk a road 
along the back and it just drops off a 
cliff to the ocean. From the campground, 
you look along the coast; you can see 
the beaches and the waves breaking. We 
have actually taken the surfboards down. 
It’s such a beautiful place, even though 
all the seasons will come and get you at 
once.”

And then there’s the party. “Sunday night 
is always a party, especially if you have 
an Australian do well. As soon as the sun 
goes down rockets go off. There’s quite a 
bit of madness.”

“It’s always a good weekend away. The 
bonding thing is a big part of it. Haydn’s 
(Haydn is currently living in Queensland) 
as much my mate as my son. He’s 42 
now.”

“The GP is like any elite level event: 
the best of the best, with the best 
equipment, the best skills, that’s the 

bottom line. We do go to some of the 
domestic races, but there’s nothing like 
the GP.”

Anyone who is interested in finding out 
more about the Michelin®Australian Motor 
Grand Prix can visit the website:  
www.motogp.com.au.

      
   Jenelle Brangwin

Peter and his “Duke”

Haydn, ready for a ride

Interested in attending The Michelin® 
Australian Motorcycle Grand Prix 2017?
It’s on at Phillip Island, October 20-22nd
Visit www.motogp.com.au for more info

Moto GP event image
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Too much added sugar by Dr Rosemary Stanton,  
OAM, Nutritionist

Sugar is added to many processed foods. 
The George Institute for Global Health, 
a top research group, recently analysed 
34,135 packaged foods currently listed 
in their Australian FoodSwitch database. 
Among discretionary food products 
(usually called junk foods), 87% had 
added sugar, as did 52% of packaged 
foods that would be classed as basic or 
core foods.
If a small amount of sugar is added to 
a food, such as one teaspoon of sugar 
added to a loaf of bread (it helps the 
yeast work efficiently), it’s not a major 
concern. But when so much sugar is 
added to bread that it tastes sweet, 
as occurs in some breads in the United 
States, or when hidden sugars make up 
more than a third of a bowl of breakfast 
cereal or a supposedly healthy snack bar, 
it’s much more of a problem.

Nutrition information panel
By law, the label on packaged foods in 
Australia must include the total amount 
of sugars present. This includes any added 
sugars as well as those that are present 
naturally in ingredients such as milk, 
fruit or vegetables, often called intrinsic 
sugars.

There is no medical evidence to suggest 
that intrinsic sugars are a problem – at 
least not if they are occur in ‘intact’ 
ingredients.

When we consume fruit, the natural 
dietary fibre and the bulk of the fruit 
limits the amount of the fruit’s intrinsic 
sugars we’re likely to consume. However, 
if the sugar is extracted from the 
structure of the fruit, as occurs with fruit 
juices, it’s not difficult to consume much 
larger quantities. Few of us could munch 
our way through five apples, but if the 
juice is separated from the fruit, it’s easy 
to take in all the sugar and kilojoules of 
five apples in less than a minute.

The Australian Dietary Guidelines 
recommend two pieces of fruit a day 
because there’s high level evidence 
it’s valuable for several aspects of 
our health. However, the guidelines 
recommend restricting dried fruit and 
fruit juice to small quantities (30g of 
dried fruit or 125ml juice) consumed 
“only occasionally”. The recommended 
restriction is because it’s easy to take in 
too much sugar from these fruit products.

Defining sugars
The World Health Organisation (WHO) 
recommends limiting ‘free sugars’. These 
are defined as monosaccharides (such as 
glucose or fructose) and disaccharides 
(such as sucrose or table sugar) added 
to foods and drinks by the manufacturer, 
cook or consumer, as well as sugars 
naturally present in honey, syrups, fruit 
juices and fruit juice concentrates.

WHO recommends that “adults and 
children reduce their daily intake of 
free sugars to less than 10% of their 
total energy intake. A further reduction 
to below 5% or roughly 25 grams (6 
teaspoons) per day would provide 
additional health benefits”.

Fruit juice concentrates
Regular white sugar is ‘cane juice 
concentrate’. All the nutrients present 
in the original sugar cane are lost during 
processing, leaving just straight sugar.

Fruit juice concentrate is similar. It is 
extracted from fruit, but the original 
nutrients in the fruit are lost and the 
final concentrate is basically just sugar. 
Fruit juice concentrate sold as a very 
sweet liquid may have vitamin C added, 
or it can be dried to a sweet powder for 
use in processed foods such as toppings, 
breakfast cereals or bars, and various 
types of desserts or confectionery. Avoid it.

Health Star Rating Scheme
A few years ago, the Australian 
Government tasked a Technical Working 
Group to come up with a front-of-pack 
labelling scheme to give shoppers a 
quick way to select healthier packaged 
food products. After examining potential 
schemes, we came up with Health Stars. 
Products would score ‘negative points’ for 
their content of added sugars, saturated 
fat and salt and some ‘positive points’ for 
their content of fruits, vegetables, nuts 
and legumes.

Food companies wanted extra proof that 
added sugars were a problem and so we 
commissioned an independent expert 
report on sugars. The report confirmed 
only added sugars were problematic. 
The food industry rejected the report, 
claiming that it was already mandatory 
to include total sugars on food labels and 
routine chemical analysis couldn’t easily 
determine the source of sugars.

A change of government led to a new 
group being tasked with developing the 
Health Star Rating program. It did not 
include any nutritionists. Added sugars 
were ditched and, as we had previously 
predicted, the final algorithm which 
assigned Stars to products produced 
some anomalies, including counting 
fruit juice concentrate as fruit. You may 

have noticed some 
oddities: breakfast 
cereals that are more 
than a quarter added 
sugar brandishing 4 
Stars; confectionery 
such as strawberry flavoured licorice with 
2.5 Stars; some chocolates with 3.5 Stars; 
caramel topping with 2.5 Stars – as well 
as healthy products such as Greek yoghurt 
with no added sugar getting just 1.5 
Health Stars.

The George Institute’s research has now 
shown that if added sugars were used in 
calculating Health Stars (rather than total 
sugars), some anomalies in Health Stars 
ratings would be fixed.

Australians’ current sugar intake 

Sugars are not the only problem in 
packaged foods, but they are a major 
problem. The recent National Nutrition 
Survey reported that more than half the 
Australian population consumes more than 
the WHO maximum recommendations 
for free sugars. And almost 90% of 
Australians (97% of 4-18 year-olds) would 
fail the WHO’s stricter recommendation 
to cut free sugars to no more than 5% of 
kilojoules.

Too much of almost any food can add to 
body fat, including oversized portions of 
healthy products. In practice, however, 
it’s junk foods and drinks that make the 
greatest contribution to our national 
girth.

I don’t support banning all junk foods 
because I’ve seen too many people set 
strict impractical limits that ultimately 
fail. But there’s no doubt we need far less 
junk food. One simple way to cut junk 
foods and drinks is to follow the WHO 
guidelines and cut back on free sugars. 
Our waistlines, and also our dental 
health, will benefit.

Kangaroo Valley Folk 
Festival is on this month!

Everything you 
need to plan 
your musical 
experience can be 
found on pages 36 
& 37...

19 Twenty Medium
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If you’re one of those people who can’t 
draw your gaze from the screen when 
Grand Designs is on the telly, you may 
be interested in the house project 
designed by born-and-raised Valley 
architect Bonnie Marcus and her builder 
partner, Brendan Williamson. I’m a bit 
of a fan of Bonnie’s work since reading 
about her visionary (fictional) proposal 
for the Red and White Service Station 
site a couple of years ago (Valley Voice 
issue, March 2015). I wanted to have 
a stickybeak at the project and follow 
it through to completion…and share it 
with you. So, here we are: the first of 
what I hope will be a series of articles 
following the project.
Bonnie and Brendan are reluctant 
subjects of this feature. We first meet 
over tea and homemade sugar-free 
brownies at Bonnie’s parents’ property, 
and when I ask them about themselves 
Bonnie’s mouth forms a derisive half-
smile. Behind his generous sandy blond 
beard, Brendan lets out a single “Ha!” 
of a laugh. Bonnie has gone quickly from 
Masters graduate to CAD draftsperson, to 
architect on townhouse developments. 
Brendan, too, has wasted no time since 
getting his building licence six years ago, 
running his own successful company, 
Brendan Williamson Constructions. Bonnie 
is also in her second year of a carpentry 
apprenticeship with the company. 
Bonnie’s mum Jenni has told me she’s 
won an award for her carpentry. When 
I ask about it, Bonnie tells me it’s the 
Probuild Tradesperson Scholarship award 
for the National Association for Women in 
Construction (NAWIC), but talks it down. 
Similarly for the First Year Apprentice of 
the Year award, which she won last year: 

the $2,000 for education was awarded 
jointly to another high achiever. “I’m 
loving the course, though”, Bonnie says.

Architects are often criticised by the 
hands-on engineers and builders for being 
out-of-touch with the structural reality 
of their designs. It would take a certain 
amount of guts for an architect, and a 
woman architect at that, to embark on 
a trade apprenticeship. And emotionally 
brave. I wonder if it’s like having your 
partner teach you to drive (not pretty), 
but I don’t ask; we’ve moved on to look 
at computer renderings of the building 
plans for the house.

Now the words start flowing, Bonnie 

explaining the plans and Brendan 
answering my industry-outsider questions.

It’s a large home, two pavilions running 
east to west, with the ability to close 
off the master bedroom and main living 
areas.

“[You can] live in the lounge pavilion and 
shut down the other end of the house, 
saving on heating and cooling costs when 
the family aren’t there”, says Bonnie.

“Then having each of these pavilions 
facing north, so we can get as much light 
in there as possible during winter. We 
decided to have a concrete slab on the 
ground to have thermal mass; we’re also 
looking into geothermal heating.” Its 
open-plan living spaces are generous, but 
not cavernous, and designed for simple, 
comfortable family living. Brendan 
points out the lounge off the three guest 
bedrooms, and the glass doors affording 
adults in the main part of the house good 
view for child supervision. (Since moving 
back to KV, the two spend a lot of time 
with Bonnie’s niece and nephew.)

From the use of light, and the way the 
home sits into the land, to the plunge 
pool linking the house to the gully, it’s 
an elegant design. And there’s a lot of 
concrete, which the pair are passionate 
about.

“I love the tactility of it”, Bonnie says, 
going on to explain their (new to me) 
technique of using recycled materials for 
the formwork. I can see how that will 
result in a warmer finish.

Surely concrete is stressful to work with 
though, especially in interiors, where it’s 
on show? Brendan agrees. “It’s going to be 
there forever. I suppose it’s challenging: 

Drafting a dream house

Above: Architectural drawings of the house, showing 
plunge pool in the foreground
Below: Bonnie’s hand drawn sketches

Kangaroo Valley 
Chinese Medicine Clinic

* Acupuncture 
*Chinese herbal medicine
*Diet & exercise advice

Services offered include:

New to Kangaroo Valley

Sue Cochrane | 0408 510 151
Located at Shop 4A, 162 Moss Vale Rd (next to Valley Hair Artistry)
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you have one chance at it. If you stuff up, 
that’s it.”

I ask if he likes the challenge. 
“Yeah, it makes it exciting… It’s a rush.”

But they’re unlikely to do polished 
concrete floors. They’re favouring a 
brick floor, after seeing one in an award-
winning Chippendale home they were 
able to visit by chance when the owner 
saw them outside, looking at it.

“It was like an art gallery. Bonnie came 
home and she was all, ‘I’ve got to draw’. 
It was a cracking experience”, says 
Brendan. When I’m surprised she works 
by hand, they show me the scroll of 
design drawings Bonnie has produced for 
the house. There’s a tender precision to 
them; they’re beautiful.

Brick wasn’t in the original plans, or 
budget, which must be the trouble with 
being owner-builders in the industry. 
“Yeah”, says Brendan, “While we’re 
building, we see things and you think ‘we 
could do that better’. Bonnie will keep 
seeing things she wants to change, that 
aren’t good enough.”

That same day we head out to the site — 
a 4.9 acre sloping block in the west of the 
valley, with the Barrengarry escarpment 
behind it and a gully on the eastern side. 
Despite being one of the last blocks of 
an earlier subdivision, it has a tucked-
away feeling. The slope will present a 
challenge but, having seen photos of 
their Newcastle renovation, I’m sure 
they can handle it. (In Newcastle, using 
the challenging quirks of the original 
structure to advantage, Brendan and 
Bonnie turned a dilapidated worker’s 
cottage into a relaxed modern home with 
understated reference to minimalism and 
industrial architecture.)

“We managed to do a design with not 
much cut”, says Bonnie. She explains 

they’ve tried to design with minimal 
disruption to the land — the building uses 
the slope of the land rather than cutting 
into it deeply and moving earth around 
to build a little platform. The pair agrees 
this will make the project cheaper, and of 
course that’s a concern, but also “There’s 
less damage to the land, which means 
we can use its natural drainage.” They’ll 
also use sustainable building techniques, 
choosing materials such as concrete 
wasteblocks for retaining walls.

I pump for budget and timeframe details…

They plan to have the build completed 
in 12 to 18 months, harnessing the 
full capacity of their combined skills, 
Brendan’s building talent and 12 years of 
on-site problem-solving coming to the fore.

“And the budget?” I ask.

That “Ha!” again from Brendan. “If we 
were [doing it for a client], that’d be four 
guys and a million dollar build.”

So, they’re going to do the work of four 
people?

They smile. “We’ll be working while doing 
it, so we’re just going to try and treat it 
like another job”, says Bonnie.

“We’re probably going to be working 
weekends”, Brendan says.

“and nights once it’s closed in”, Bonnie adds.

“Maybe a bit of help from friends”, 
Brendan admits.

This is the extra benefit to being in the 
industry, I can see, apart from sourcing 
wasteblocks and old building timbers 
(Bonnie already has a collection of them 
in her parents’ shed). I can’t wait to see 
it all start to take shape.

For more information and pictures on 
past projects, see their website  
www.builtbybwc.com and Brendan 
Williamson’s Instagram feed @imb_rendo

Selena Hanet-Hutchins

Bonnie Marcus and Brendan Williamson at their Newcastle renovation
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 countryliving@oneagency.com.au       www.oneagency.com.au                  P I  4465 1996 

 One Agency — Country Living oneagency_countryliving  Find us on: 

Thanks to our Vendors & Purchasers 
 If you are considering selling then please consider giving us a call.  

Great local knowledge, experience and right here in the Valley to assist you.  

 

 

50c KEOGHS RD KANGAROO VALLEY 

SOLD 

16 BROOKS LANE  KANGAROO VALLEY 95a WILLOWGLEN RD KANGAROO VALLEY 

LOT 4 GLENAYAR KANGAROO VALLEY 1045c MOSS VALE RD KANGAROO VALLEY 531 MOUNT SCANZI RD KANGAROO VALLEY 

30 TALLOWA DAM RD KANGAROO VALLEY 205a TALLOWA DAM RD KANGAROO VALLEY 897 UPPER RIVER RD KANGAROO VALLEY 

                    Mark Stewart                                                     Joy James                                                 Graeme Smith 

                  Principal—Sales                                          Sales ��ministra�on                                     Licensee—Sales 

                    0402 428 600                                                   02 4465 1996                                              0418 907 110 

SOLD SOLD SOLD 

SOLD SOLD SOLD 

SOLD SOLD SOLD 
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Lions Christmas cakes will be delivered 
and available in the next couple of 
weeks. This year there is a new product in 
the range, being the commemorative tin 
(pictured below). The traditional venues - 
Red Shed, Post Office, General Store and 
Pharmacy - will stock the range but they 
can also be obtained by contacting one of 
us directly.

Lions is keen to encourage the young 
with new and innovative ideas. University 
student and animator Max Fraser has 
created a new animation for Lions 
Australia based on the “When Disaster 
Strikes” radio advertisement.

Max approached Lions asking if we would 
be interested in having an animation 
produced as part of his University 
Degree about four weeks ago. With a 
deadline looming (and no doubt other 
Uni assignments demanding his time), 
Max came back to us asking if he could 
use the “When Disaster Strikes” radio 
advertisement as the soundtrack.

The advertisement features the incredible 
vocal talents of Tania Bowra who shared 
her song “Wet Wood” with us, and the 
voice and words of LJ Loch from Republic 
Consulting.

Request Application for Partial Public Holiday 
– Kangaroo Valley Show 2019 and 2020

Council has received a request and intends to make an application to 
NSW Industrial Relations for the proclamation of a partial Public Holiday 
for the Kangaroo Valley Show for a 2 year period. The proposed dates are 
Friday 15 February 2019 and Friday 14 February 2020 between the hours 
of 9.00am to 5.00pm.
Written submissions are invited in regard to this proposal and are 
required to be submitted by Monday 16 October 2017 and should be 
directed to the General Manager, Shoalhaven City Council, PO Box 42, 
Nowra NSW 2541. Submissions may also be made by email to 
council@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au  
Enquires should be directed to Claire Andriske, Governance Officer on 
(02) 4429 3361.

We couldn’t be happier with how it 
turned out, and we expect to see and 
hear much more about Max’s work in the 
future! Surely there is someone in our 
community just as talented. Come to us 
with your ideas and we can see how we 
may assist.

Lions International were again one of 
the first on the ground to respond to the 
Pacific hurricanes and, more recently, 
the earthquake in Mexico. If you haven’t 
already given to those impacted by these 
events and are looking for a vehicle to 
do so, then your local Lions can take 
your contribution and send it on your 
behalf. Remember Lions is one of the 
few organisations where 100% of all 
contributions are made directly to those 
in need.

As promised the next community dinner 
will be on the 22nd November. We have 
lined up some very interesting speakers 
for the night, so come along and network 
with your local community. Invitations will 
be sent to all of the other organisations 
that we know about in the valley but we 
welcome all. Please contact Lorraine on 
4465 1031 to secure your booking.

      
   Helen Mairinger

1. Who wrote “I never travel without 
my diary, one should always have 
something sensational to read in the 
train” and which book does it come 
from?

2. Which country has the longest 
coastline?

3. What does the musical term Pesante 
mean? 

4. What was Mahatma Ghandi’s full 
name? And what was his profession 
(apart from politition)?

5. What does a marigraph record?

6. In Elton John’s “Bennie and the 
Jets”, what kind of boots does Bennie 
wear?

7. “I am born. Whether I turn out to 
be the hero of my life, or whether that 
station will be held by anybody else” 
are the opening lines of which Charles 
Dickens Novel?

8. What is a besom?

9. Michael Jackson is often mocked for 
having a pet monkey called Bubbles, 
but which other famous singer had a 
pet monkey and what was its name?   

10. What causes a photic sneeze? 

11. What do Albert Einstein, Tom 
Cruise and Walt Disney have in 
common? 

12. Unless they belong to a high official 
all gondolas in Venice, must be painted 
what colour?

Triva Questions:(answers on page 31) 
(with thanks to Michael Wolstenholme)

If you would like to join in the fun in 
person, Trivia is held on the second 

Tuesday of every month at  

The Friendly Inn
7:30 p.m. start

$5 donation to Alzheimer’s. 
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The annual Melbourne Cup champagne 
luncheon fundraiser for Children’s 
Medical Research Institute [CMRI] will 
be held at the Village Hall, Osborne 
Park, Moss Vale Road, on Tuesday 7th 
November.
This is our main fundraiser for the year 
and we appreciate the support we always 
receive from the community. 

This year we shall be drawing the raffle 
for the beautiful denim rag rug quilt 
which has been lovingly created by our 
talented students from the school. 

Tickets for this raffle will be available at 
several retail outlets in the village, from 
1st October.

There will be a lucky door gift and many 
lovely prizes for the raffle on the day 
of the Cup luncheon, and we thank the 
retailers for their generous contributions.

The luncheon is always a fun day and the 
hat and fashion parade a chance to dress 
up in your very best outfits. 

Flemington struggles to compete with the 
glamour of this event.

There are prizes for Best Dressed Lady, 
Best Dressed Man, Best Dressed Couple 
and Best Lady’s Hat.

Details of the function are:

• 11am – welcoming complimentary  
 champagne/orange juice

• Purchase sweep tickets [$1 and $2 will  
 be available] and raffle tickets [$2  
 each]

• 12 noon – Welcome and two-course  
 buffet luncheon served

• 2pm-Fashion Parade – raffle prizes  
 drawn - lucky door prize

• 2.45pm - pre-race TV entertainment

• 3pm – The Race - collection of   
 winnings.

Bookings and table preferences can be made 
with Trish Sherborne on 0421 502 020 from 
1st Oct. Tables of ten or eight are available. 

Tickets for the Luncheon are available 
for purchase at the Homelea Cottage 
Lolly Shop, 149B Moss Vale Road from 1st 
October for $40 per person.

As there is no bar at the Hall drinks will 
be BYO.

To assist with catering please make your 
bookings by 1st November.

We are looking forward to your company 
on Tuesday 7th November and thanks for 
your support for CMRI.

This little story is interesting:

Nearly 60 years ago Professor Sir Lorimer 
Dods formed CMRI and devoted his 
career to research work for the cure of 
childhood illnesses. Dorothy Brown from 
Kangaroo Valley had a critically ill son 
and consulted the professor. They became 
friends and she decided to aid his work 
and form a branch of CMRI in the Valley. 
Early fundraising was modest, but as the 
years went by the fledgling branch gained 
support in the Valley and still retains the 
proud title of the first branch outside of 
Sydney. 

Next year we shall celebrate 60 years 
of dedicated fundraising and, thanks 
to generous support from Valleyites, 
$400,000 has been contributed to CMRI 
and research work.

Joan Bray 

Melbourne Cup in the Valley
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Haydn, Mozart 

PROGRAM
HAYDN String Quartet Op. 33 No. 2 The Joke 
MOZART String Quartet The Spring
SCHUBERT String Quartet No. 14 Rosamunde

OCTOBER 28th, 3pm
Venue:  ‘Serenata’, 5 Keoghs Road
Kangaroo Valley

& Schubert
A special string quartet concert

TICKETS $25-$55 
BOOK VIA  australianhaydn.com.au
 OR PHONE 1800 334 388

Presents
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Early Childhood Education providers 
are assessed under the National Quality 
Standard every three years. Kangaroo 
Valley Preschool had its second 
assessment in August. The preschool 
met all 58 elements in the standard, 
exceeding the National Quality Standard 
in 18 of those elements. 
The following is a quote from the Overall 
Summary Comment:

“Your service is acknowledged for its 
efforts to provide quality outcomes 
for children. The achievements in 
establishing and maintaining relationships 
with children and their families and 
positive interactions with children are 
commended.”

The children have been very involved 
in creating artworks. The easels have 
been a favourite place for experimenting 
with colours and symbols. The easels 
encourage the children to stretch their 
muscles as well as their imaginations as 
they cover the huge pieces of paper with 
good ideas.

Happy Harold came to the big school in 
his caravan and the pre-schoolers went on 
an excursion to visit him. We learned all 
about eating healthy food, choosing water 
for a drink, getting exercise and rest 
every day, as well as finding out about 
what organs are inside our bodies. The 
visit from the Life Education Van is always 
a highlight of the preschool year. Thanks 
Harold and Greg. 

Spring is in the air and the children have 
been noticing the blossoms and the leaves 
returning to the trees. We have re-
planted our vegetable gardens with snow 
peas, strawberries and a blueberry. The 
children have planted broad bean seeds 
on wet cotton wool and have been so 
excited to see them sprout.

This month’s Pub Raffle proceeds have 
enabled us to purchase some great new 
resources. A brand new swing chair has 
been bought to replace the lovely one 
the Apperley family kindly donated a few 
years ago. That chair was so loved – it was 
missed greatly when it finally wore out. 
The swing chair is a great place to relax 
and have a chat with friends. 

An “ELLO” construction set was also 
purchased this month. The children have 
been working out how to fit the beautiful 
sparkly pieces together to make a huge 
variety of creations.

Thanks pub raffle volunteers and 
participants for making these purchases 
possible.

Thanks also to everyone who has 
collected those supermarket stickers for 
the preschool. We have collected over 
100 sheets and are looking forward to 
re stocking our craft supplies with the 
vouchers which will translate into those 
stickers.

      
    Jacinta Perry

Left: The children 
enjoy experimenting 
with colours and 
symbols on the 
easels. Starting with 
a big blank piece of 
white paper allows 
their imaginations to 
run wild!
Right: The children 
relaxing and enjoying 
a chat on the new 
swing chair

The children loved their visit with Happy Health Harold

Getting ready for spring, new planting

Imaginations run free as the children learn 
how to use the new ELLO construction set
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This walk, in the wilderness near the end 
of Tallowa Dam Road, used to have four 
fabulous, magnificent, unbelievable views 
- now reduced to only three as one has 
been reclaimed by the bush.

Spring is the perfect time to do the walk, 
as the variety of wildflowers in bloom is 
stunning: we saw at least 20 varieties. 

We took the longest walk, of 4km, first. 
As you reach the end of the track you 
walk through 100m of bush to view the 
dam and river while standing on a large 
rocky outcrop, where we stopped for 
morning tea. Retracing our steps, we then 
walked to the second lookout, where we 
ate our lunch while enjoying the views 
from another rocky outcrop. We gave the 

third lookout a miss, as 
several of us wanted 
to return to the village 
in time to attend the 
concert at the end of 
the weekend’s Choral 
Workshop.

All 13 of us enjoyed 
the walk in perfect 
weather. The photos 
will tell the rest of the 
story.  

Fran Pritchard

The Three Ways Trail

Bushwalking Schedule 2017

Sunday 15th October 
Kiama to Minnamurra Coast Walk
Sunday 19th November 
Mt Bushwalker
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We’ve enjoyed sharing the love of 
cheesemaking over four workshops 
during August and September, and we 
are receiving some great feedback 
about the results, and tastes, from the 
workshop participants. 
August was the month for two Basic 
Cheesemaking Workshops. These 
fully booked workshops involved the 
participants making their own Chevre (a 
soft goat cheese), Haloumi, Fetta and 
Ricotta. Participants were impressed 
with how easy these popular cheeses 
are to make at home, and many are now 
planning to continue making and enjoying 
their own homemade cheeses. There were 
also discussions about making yoghurt, 
and then turning that into delicious 
Labneh balls, which participants were 
able to sample. And who knew the simple 
yoghurt maker could also make such 
simple soft cheeses like Cream Cheese 
(also known as Quarg or Quark), Sour 
Cream and Mascarpone? The samples of 
these were also well received. 

In September we turned to other cheese 
types. First we had our White Mould 
and Hard Cheese Workshop, where 
participants made their own Camembert 
and Brie, which should be ready for 
eating by 6 October. Havarti was also 
made, which is technically a semi-hard 
cheese rather than a cheddar-like hard 
cheese, but follows a similar process. 
Storage of the Havarti is different to the 
soft cheeses, with cheeses needing an 
air-free environment, which is achieved 
by coating the cheese in wax or using a 
cryo-vacuum machine. At this workshop, 
participants were able to practise waxing 
their own cheeses, which may be messier 
and more time-consuming than cryo-
vaccing your cheeses, but certainly looks 
great! 

Our second September workshop was for 
Blue Mould cheeses. Participants made 
two versions of a creamy blue cheese, 
one using goat milk and one using cow 
milk. Many commented on the differences 
between the two milk types, with colour, 
consistency and texture all being seen 
as points of difference. The third cheese 

Cheesemaking workshops

made was a Roquefort-style blue cheese, 
and while the process of making this 
cheese was very similar to the creamy 
blue cheeses, the difference in how the 
cheese matures after the first day meant 
some more intensive at home care for 
the participants. As part of the maturing 
process for blue cheeses, the cheese 
needs to be pierced to allow the mould 
spores to spread within the cheese, and 
participants were able to practise this 
method in preparation for piercing their 
own cheeses at home. 

A highlight for both of the September 
workshops was the use of goat’s milk 
to make Crottin. This was made in two 
batches – one using white mould spores 
and one using blue mould spores, so 
participants from both workshops were 
able take this cheese home to mature and 
enjoy. Crottin is a delicious and simple 
cheese to make but, as it takes 18 to 24 
hours to rest before it can be transferred 
into cheese hoops (also known as 
baskets), it was a cheese that was made 
in advance for the participants, who are 
now able to make it at home themselves. 

We love the enthusiasm shown by the 
participants at these workshops, and we 
are looking forward to receiving their 
feedback about the taste of their cheeses 
over the coming months. We also know 
that many of our workshop participants 

are now planning which cheeses they will 
be entering into the Cheese and Dairy 
Produce section at the 2018 KV Show. 
There have been many discussions on the 
perfect timing for making various cheeses 
so that they are at just the right level 
of maturity for judging day – good luck 
everyone! 

Our next workshops will be in early 
October, with both a Kids Cheesemaking 
Workshop and a second White Mould and 
Hard Cheese Workshop. 

If you are interested in a specific 
workshop, let us know and we’ll see what 
we can organise so you can start making 
your favourite cheeses at home too. 

Email us at info@valleycheesemakers.
com.au or visit our website: 
valleycheesemakers.com.au or our 
Facebook page:  
facebook.com/kangaroovalleycheese.

      
   Rosemary Johnson 

The whole group

Hooping the curd Piercing the blue

Fetta ready to drain Topping up the crottin Homemade cheese platter

Valley Cheesemakers Blue Workshop

Valley Cheesemakers Workshop Group
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Sharmans Earthmoving

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

Tania Sharman
0409 289 1234465 1177
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Spring is here!
Last month I said it was around the 
corner; well, a few days later the weather 
was warm and the jumpers got put away. 
I love this time of year, you can work all 
day and the temperature is just perfect. 
You can almost see the plants and grass 
spring into action. Out of the doldrums of 
the cold depressing winter months, when 
not much happens, it is finally here. But 
don’t be fooled, you have had all winter 
to sit inside and not worry too much 
about weeds (Fireweed an exception), but 
now more sun and warmth is here, they 
are ready to launch and may become a 
bit of a nightmare. I stand by my previous 
articles’ advice, mulch makes a massive 
difference to a garden and your weeding 
time! So get stuck in now.

Getting started in the veg garden 
For the last couple of years I have chosen 
this month to talk about getting started in 
your veg garden. Now is the time. These 
next 4-6 weeks are optimal growing time 
with great temperatures, ensuring good 
soil moisture and no super-hot days. It is 
time your little veg plot was brought back 
to life (or built).

Step 1 - remove all of the weeds

Step 2 - add some compost or rotted 
manure and a few handfuls of poultry 
fertiliser (Dynamic Lifter). It’s worth 
noting that soils have vast differences and 
some additional amendments may need to 
be made.

Step 3 - cover the area with a mulch; sugar 
cane is popular but I prefer very well-
rotted wood chip as it is very cheap in bulk 
and can be used elsewhere in the garden.

Step 4 - install any plant structures, e.g. 
stakes, trellis, edging, and bird netting 
enclosures.

Step 5 - choose and plant your plants.

A couple of tips for beginners, dwarf 
beans are the easiest to grow and are 
very easy to grow from seed - just don’t 
plant too many. Four plants are enough, 
and just plant another four in a month’s 
time. Some plants are easier to purchase 
as seedlings, e.g. tomatoes, capsicums, 
eggplants and chillies. It will give you 
a good head-start on ensuring a good 
summer crop. Other plants are very easy 
to grow from seed, and every amateur 
gardener should have a go. The ones that 
need a lot of space include zucchini, 
pumpkin, watermelon, rockmelon and 
cucumber (this one can climb up a 
vertical frame or trellis). Other great 
seeds to try include lettuce, beetroot, 
silver beet and some of the Asian greens.

Westringia (Coastal Rosemary)
This is a fantastic plant for our region 
and is incredibly hardy. We use this plant 
in all types of situations, whether it be a 
formal garden or a native wild garden, or 
even a formalised entry way. Westringia 
is a native plant that is found along the 
coastal fringe in very poor conditions. 
A great example is in Kiola between the 
rock cracks on the ocean and the bush. 
If left to its own devices in our gardens 
it will grow well over head height and 
look very spindly. Along the coastline 
the wind is what hedges this plant, so 
our team tends to give them a haircut 
every six months. You can create great 
topiary features out of them or just 

maintain a rough bush look. One plant can 
easily cover four square metres, so think 
carefully about how you plant it and what 
you put around it. They tend to take a 
ball shape and only grow to around 2.5m 
high, so make a great medium plant to fill 
spaces. We like to plant Lomandra around 
it as it really lifts the colour of the plant, 
and you can buy tubestock which reduces 
the price. There are several varieties 
available, and Darren and Janet at the 
Village Green in town always have a good 
stock of them.

Above: Westringia bush 
Below: Westringia flower up close
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FIG Community Garden

In forestry it is said that tree height 
is indicative of soil quality, whilst 
diameter is representative of tree 
spacing. A tree’s height, in metres, over 
the diameter, in centimetres, gives us 
the ‘slenderness ratio’. This helps us 
ascertain if the site is good for tree 
growth, or if the species that have been 
planted are appropriate for the site.
At the FIG Community Garden, the 
realisation that this ratio could be used 
for planting our fruit trees in the garden 
has been masked by the broad-scale 
clearing that was done to the site over 
100 years ago. There are no trees against 
which we can apply the slenderness ratio 
principles to tree planting choices!

Last year we planted ten citrus trees as 
part of the National Tree Planting Day. 
Holes were dug, blood and bone added 
and, with a flourish of ceremony, the 
trees were duly planted and watered on 
their way. Ever since, these poor trees 
have been struggling to thrive in what 
we considered were perfect conditions. A 
year later, in an effort to fathom out this 
mystery, Jim and Lyn dug up one of the 
struggling trees to try and find out what 
was going on. We found that the root 
ball had barely grown at all. Perplexed, 
we dug further into the hole to find an 
impenetrable clay layer at a depth of 
400mm. The realisation struck us that 
we had loved these trees to death with 
excessive watering in soil on a site that 
was inappropriate for what we considered 
normal procedure for tree growing. 

Extensive rain periods in the Valley hadn’t 
helped.

After all, it seems that everyone in the 
Valley has orange trees and that they all 
produce an abundance of fruit. So with 
renewed vigour, we dug up a few more 
of the poor specimens and replanted 
them with a new strategy – dig out a hole 
900mm diameter and as deep as possible 
into the clay horizon. Too deep, and we’d 
end up with a sump for subterranean 
water to languish in, kind of like a well, 
which could cause problems down the 
track. Next we added a garden blend soil 
with plenty of compost, blood and bone, 
and water crystals until we ended up 
with a mound 400mm high. We created 
a ‘volcano’ around this mound with the 
excavated clay soil and re-planted the 
tree.

We discovered water crystals as an aid 
to planting at our May Plant Propagation 
workshop. Water crystals absorb up to 
400 times their own weight in water then 
release the water over time as required 
by the plants. They reduce water wastage 
and increase the time between waterings, 
thus making much more efficient use of 
water. 

Further research reveals that citrus like a 
sandy/loam soil with a ph of 6–7 at least 
six hours of sunlight, plenty of feeding 
and a sheltered position out of the wind. 
Here’s hoping that we’ve hit on the 
right strategy now. Good luck to all of 
the other fruit growers out there. Next 
time, look around for indicators of that 
‘slenderness ratio’. Any positive feedback 
is most welcome!

    Jim Anderson

   for the FIG Committee

The slenderness ratio

If you become seriously injured or ill, or 
die, what plans do you have in place for 
how your pet will be looked after? 

Being a Responsible Pet Owner means 
not only caring for your pet now, but also 
planning ahead for a time where you may 
not be able to care for your pet yourself. 

To help you with this, the NSW 
Government has launched a free 
Emergency Pet Card. As an example, if 
you are hospitalised and are unable to 
speak, this card alerts authorities that 
you do have a pet that needs to be looked 
after, and who they should contact about 
your pet. The size of the card means it 
will fit into your purse or wallet, and 
provides space for you to write your pet’s 
name and whom to contact about your pet 
in an emergency. 

To order your free Emergency Pet Card, 
send an email to: tagenquiries@tag.nsw.
gov.au – don’t forget to include your full 
name and mailing address in the email so 
that the card can be posted to you. 

Your Power of Attorney and Enduring 
Guardianship documents will be important 
if you are ill or injured and unable to 
care for your pet. These documents are 
able to include details on how your pet 
should be cared for, with responsibility 
for these decisions clearly defined. As an 
example, who will go to your home to 
collect your pet, what money will need to 
be spent on caring for your pet, who will 
provide ongoing care for your pet, and is 
it possible for your pet to be with you. 

What will happen to your pet when 
you die? It is important that your Will 
is current and up-to-date and that it 
specifies what should happen to look after 
and care for your pet once you die. This 
should also include details on who will 
take responsibility for your pet, be it a 
family member, friend or animal charity. 
You may want to consider leaving money 
in your will to the person or organisation 
who will continue to care for your pet. Or 
you could set up a trust with a designated 
trustee who will ensure your trust 
terms are upheld, a responsible carer or 
guardian for your pet, and designating 
funds towards your pet’s ongoing care 
maintenance. 

It is also recommended that you document 
information about your pet, and keep this, 
along with their vet records, with your 
Will, Power of Attorney and/or Enduring 
Guardianship documents. 

As with any legal document, you should 
seek advice on the best way to ensure 
your wishes are clearly articulated and 
inclusive. 

For more information, visit:  
http://www.tag.nsw.gov.au/.
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Kangaroo Valley  
FIREWOOD

Seasoned Firewood 
Delivered & Stacked 

A local supplier using a local resource

Call Jamie • 0412 424 069  •  4465 2520 
email: jamiesalkeld@gmail.com

Sharmans Rural Contracting

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

Tania Sharman
0409 289 1234465 1177
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I’ve always felt very lucky to have 
been brought up in an English speaking 
country. While there are probably 
three times as many native Mandarin 
speakers and roughly the same number 
of native Spanish speakers, English 
presently dominates the world in ways 
that Spanish and Mandarin do not. 
It has become the lingua franca of 
business, travel, academe, engineering 
and international relations. It is the 
universal language of almost every 
regulatory body that transcends national 
boundaries. 
Before I could read I loved my mother 
reading me a bedtime story, often having 
difficulty staying awake herself. I can 
remember her yawning her way through 
quite a few books. My favourite was 
Norman Lindsay’s The Magic Pudding. 
I still have the book from which she 
read to me, and I cannot wait for my 
grandchildren to reach the age where 
I can read it to them, as I did to my 
children. I do have to admit, however, 
that they didn’t quite share my 
enthusiasm for the story.
I can remember having a great sense 
of achievement when I first learned to 
read a book. It was only a The Cat Sat on 
the Mat type book, but I can remember 
the teacher (Mrs Hudson) being so 
delighted for me – so much so that the 
normally grumpy headmaster (Mr Kidd) 
was informed and congratulated me in 
the playground. I think the only other 
achievement that gave me a similar sense 
of pride as a child was the first time I 
swam the length of a 50m swimming pool. 
My very anxious mother walked along the 
edge of the pool ready to rescue me.

The English language

When I was of primary school age I 
enjoyed nothing more than sitting in the 
sun with a good book. My other preferred 
reading places were in a large armchair 
in front of the fire, and in bed. I used to 
read by torchlight under the covers well 
after lights out time. 
Most of my favourite books had some 
sort of historical context, often having 
a fictitious young boy taking part in 
significant historical events. I lapped up 
the stories, and probably have a better 
grasp of history as a result of those novels 
than by anything I formally learned at 
primary school, where the focus was 
on the kings and queens of England. It 
was often taught atrociously with one 
teacher (Mr Hewett) I remember for all 
the wrong reasons simply walking into the 
classroom, turning his back to the class, 
writing in copperplate on the blackboard 
and telling us to transcribe what he had 
written into our notebooks. It was dry 
and awful stuff that never excited my 
imagination in the same way that so many 
of the books I borrowed from the library 
did. In retrospect, most were probably 
little more than imperialistic historical 
clap-trap and totally racist, but they did 
give me an interest in history.
I was a bit more fortunate with some 
of my English teachers than I was with 
my history teachers. Collectively they 
taught me the art of comprehension, 
composition, precis and English grammar 
pretty well. I even quite enjoyed parsing 
a sentence. These skills, some of which 
are a bit rusty these days, have served 
me very well – possibly more so than 
anything else I learned in that phase of 
my education. 
In secondary school I was even luckier 
with many of the English teachers I 
encountered. One encouraged me to 
read widely, and he first introduced me 
to Charles Dickens through A Tale of 
Two Cities, which was right up my alley. 
Another introduced Macbeth. Before 
that I had attended a couple of school 

productions of Shakespeare’s plays and 
had seen a couple of Shakespearian 
movies. From them, I had concluded 
that Shakespeare was boring and 
irrelevant. This teacher explained 
the historical context, what theatre 
productions in Elizabethan times were 
like (boisterous and rowdy audience 
constantly interjecting, open staging, 
elaborate costumes, minimal scenery, no 
women performers). Thanks to him, that 
historical period became very vibrant 
in my imagination. And before studying 
Macbeth I had no concept of Scottish 
history, thanks in part to those terrible 
primary school history lessons. He also 
brought the Shakespearian language to 
life and was able to help me understand 
what a genius the man was. I am eternally 
grateful to him for giving me these 
insights and since then have enjoyed 
attending many a Shakespearian stage 
performance or film.
In selecting books to read I was wise 
enough to seek help from one of the 
school librarians, Mrs Elliott. She won me 
first time by giving me Hemingway’s The 
Old Man and the Sea. I was enthralled 
by it, and I’ve spent hours in that old 
man’s fishing boat. I think it’s the only 
book I’ve read more than twice. Come to 
think of it, it’s about time I read it again. 
The story is engrossing and the language 
simply beautiful.
Overall I was pretty fortunate to obtain a 
reasonable grasp of the English language 
through a few inspirational teachers and 
a pretty insightful librarian. I’ve also 
been struck how differently the likes of 
Shakespeare, Dickens and Hemingway, 
and others such as Edward Lear, John 
Lennon, and Bob Dylan can use English 
to elicit so many feelings and emotions. 
And I marvel at how a 26-year-old (Craig 
Silvey) can complete such a mature book 
as Jasper Jones.
While I don’t think I could have become 
an author, a full-time student of 
literature or a lexicologist, I do enjoy 
and appreciate good English whether it 
be spoken or written. I certainly enjoyed 
the TV documentary The Adventure of 
English, about the history of the English 
language which has grown from one that 
was spoken in a small area of England to 
one that now dominates the world. As 
this documentary made clear, one of the 
beauties of the English language is how it 
adapts to ever-changing circumstances. 
It has no shame in adopting words from 
other languages or making up words 
whenever needed. 
There are now many Creole and Pidgin 
versions of English, of which Chinglish and 
Hinglish are probably the most common. 
Dialects abound, to say nothing of the 
accents that proliferate. I’m saddened 
that so many uniquely Australian words 
seem to be dying out. “Cobber” and 
“bonzer”, for example, seem to have 
gone the way of the Dodo. Mateship has 
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been purloined by the political classes 
and, to me if no-one else, has lost its 
cachet as a very special word. I also hate 
the way that politicians and the press use 
the term “un-Australian” so often. It’s a 
stupid term and undefinable. I doubt that 
any two people could come up with the 
same list of characteristics that were un-
Australian – even less so for the opposite. 
English grammar rules are a necessary 
evil, but I’m not too sure of the worth 
of some, such as not splitting infinitives, 
or not completing a sentence with a 
preposition. Does it really matter – and 
that I think is a pretty good indicator of 
whether or not a rule is worthwhile in any 
arena.
I’m not so enamoured of English’s spelling 
rules. I cannot understand how people 
can go into apoplexy over whether or 
not there is a “u” in words like “honour” 
or succour”, or whether or not there is 
an “me” at the end of “programme” or 
whether or not it’s “metre” or “meter”. 
Also, the “-ough” suffix is simply 
confusing. It can be pronounced “uff” 
“oh” “you”. What’s wrong with *tuff”, 
“altho”, or “thru”? If the word is obvious, 
what difference does correct (whatever 
that may mean) spelling make? Not all 
languages are so pedantic about spelling. 
For example Bahasa has hardly any 
spelling rules at all. I would love to see 
English follow that model.
I think today’s youth are showing a touch 
of genius in the abbreviated spelling they 
use when texting. While I rarely use it I 
cannot but admire their inventiveness. 
I think it highlights how ridiculous 
many of our spelling rules are. I expect 
it’s the way of the future and will be 
accepted far more widely in years to 
come. The spelling we use will be seen 
in the way we perceive Olde English. I 
do, however, draw the line at emojis. To 
me they smack of returning to the days 
of hieroglyphics, a form of writing even 
more ancient than Olde English. Do we 
really want that?

What’s your view? 
Write to the Voice

Answers to Trivia questions on page 20
1. Oscar Wilde. Importance of Being  
    Earnest
2. Canada
3. Heavy and ponderous
4. Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi. Lawyer
5. Tide levels.
6. Electric
7. David Copperfield
8. A broom made of twigs
9. Elvis Presley.  ‘Scatter’
10. Looking into the Sun or a bright light
11. Dyslexia
12. Black

All the Fun at the Fair
 

For the third year the National Trust’s property of Harper’s Mansion in 
Berrima will host a garden and plant fair on  

Sunday 29 October 2017 from 10.00am to 4pm
 
Considered one of the best remaining examples of a colonial Georgian house of its 
scale, Harpers Mansion is set in 2 acres of superb gardens, maintained by a keen team of 
volunteers with a little paid help.
• The garden boasts a heritage rose garden, woodland walk, small produce garden and 
more, plus a fabulous maze -  a big attraction for children.
• A wide range of stalls at the Fair will sell everything from rare plants to botanical prints, 
garden tools, heritage roses and lots more.
• There will be garden talks at 10.30am and 12.00pm; devonshire teas and sausage sizzle; 
face painting for the kids; a dog training demonstration; raffle; jam sales to directly 
support the House and Garden, plus a National Trust gift shop.

Entrance fee $5 for adults (children free). Maze $2 per person.
A brochure with full details is available at the Village Green Nursery.
 
Interested in becoming a gardening voluteer ? It’s on the first and third Thursday mornings 
to 1.00pm each month. Ring Barbara Woodney for information on 44651117
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Entertainment News
The Valley sings
The inaugural Arts in the Valley Choral 
Workshop, held on 16 and 17 September 
in Kangaroo Valley Hall, turned out to 
be an exciting and highly successful 
event, which highlighted the strength 
of choral singing in Kangaroo Valley and 
the surrounding areas. The workshop 
was attended by over a hundred singers.

Sam Allchurch proved to be an energetic, 
enthusiastic and able director for the 
workshop. His easy manner and precise 
musical directions ensured the best 
possible result. Sam has a natural ability 
to communicate which, when coupled with 
his undeniable music expertise, makes him 
a highly successful professional musician. 
Wollongong pianist, Bethany Morris, was 
a steadfast and reliable accompanist 
throughout the two-day workshop.

Choristers socialise at the Sunday bbq

Choristers from 11 separate choral 
societies attended the workshop, 
including representatives from Bundanoon 
Sings, Exeter Sings, Lydian Singers, 
Southlands, Women of Note, Highland 
Singers, U3A Choir, Academy Singers, 
Serendipity, Cantares, and Raised Voices. 
The workshop was also attended by 
many individuals who are not currently 
attached to a choir. 

This event was an intense learning 
experience for attendees. During the two-
days, participants learnt a great deal, 
not only about the music itself but about 
the various techniques of choral singing, 
rehearsing and vocal management. One 
of many notable features was the extent 
and duration of the warm-ups each 
morning, which were insisted upon by 
Sam Allchurch. This demonstrated to all 
the importance of maintaining the health 
of the voice while providing insights into 
the physicality of singing. It was only 
after 20 to 30 minutes of warm-ups that 
Sam allowed the choir to start to rehearse 
their music. 

Sam manages his rehearsals very well. 
He sets and varies the pace of the 
rehearsal with great care and attention 
to maintaining good concentration levels. 
This adds greatly to the enjoyment of 
the singers. This also included lightening 
the atmosphere periodically with the 

Sam Allchurch; a study in concentration

Choral music can be both uplifting and 
calming. The Latin rhythms of South 
America are inspiring and exciting 
while Schubert’s works have an 
intensity that invites introspection and 
contemplation.

Local choir Cantares has a mission 
to celebrate life, love and 
internationalism through a musical 
exploration of the culture, dreams and 
beliefs of our global community. 

Under the direction of internationally 
recognised Dr Carlos Alvarado, Cantares 
has been exploring the Misa Criolla by 
the Argentinian composer Ariel Ramirez. 
Misa Criolla (Creole Mass) is a Spanish 
mass based in Argentine folk music.  
 

With its message of world peace and 
justice it was a worldwide sensation 
when it appeared and the recording has 
sold three million copies. The choir has 
also been developing a program of South 
American folk music exploring some of 
the folklore, dreams and beliefs of the 
diverse countries of the region.

Schubert’s Mass in G, composed in 
1815, is the best known of his three 
shorter masses. The intensity of this 
piece is found in its simplicity and 
modesty. With soloist Kerry Nicholson 
(soprano), South American trio Los 
Incas, brilliant piano accompanist 
Bethany Morris, and of course the 
incomparable Carlos Alvarado, 
Cantares forthcoming concert - 
Celebración Espiritual - is billed as 
a choral journey of unity and should 
prove uplifting and inspirational. 

Come and enjoy the experience with 
us on 7th October at 7.30pm. The 
concert will be held at St Patricks 
Catholic Church, Berry. For tickets and 
more information call 0410 410 144.

Maureen Bell

Inspirational choral music

Carlos Alvarado, photo by Leon Gregory

participants showing great delight in 
Sam’s numerous anecdotes and his quirky 
sense of humour. This often lightened the 
burden of learning a lot of challenging 
music.

Notwithstanding the amount of hard work 
that was required by the participants 
during each workshop session, the 
event also proved to be a great social 
networking opportunity for people from 
the region with a shared interest in choral 
singing. 

The workshop concluded with a short 
concert which demonstrated the range 
of repertoire which was rehearsed over 
the weekend. In all, nine pieces were 
presented. These works included FLASH! 
by local composer Martin Wesley-Smith 
with lyrics by Peter Wesley-Smith, as well 
as the highly complex and difficult How 
Lovely Are Thy Dwellings by Brahms. The 
remaining repertoire covered various 
styles and was drawn from a number of 
historical periods. 

The combined choir delivered a very 
convincing and enjoyable concert, 
attended by approximately 70 audience 
members. The singing that was on display 
amply demonstrated all that had been 
achieved over the weekend. 

A great deal of positive feedback was 
received from choristers and audience 
members, which augers well for this 
event becoming a permanent part of 
the Kangaroo Valley musical calendar. 
In fact, one gentleman in the audience 
was so moved that at the conclusion of 
the concert he jumped to his feet and 
exclaimed, “Who needs the Mormon 
Tabernacle Choir when you can have 
this!” This comment was widely 
applauded by all.

      
   Robert Constable 

Director, Choral Workshop

Sam brings out the best in the sopranos
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Entertainment News

Victoria Wharfe McIntyre’s latest 
film MIRO will be screening as part 
of the Red Poppy Awards closing 
night ceremony at the Veteran’s Film 
Festival in Canberra.
MIRO is an Australian WWII First 
Nations Western staring Mark Coles 
Smith (Last Cab to Darwin) Alexis Lane 
(Cleverman), Aaron McGrath (Glitch) 
and Bill Thompson.

Synopsis: When Miro returns home 
at the end of WWII he finds his land 
taken, his daughter stolen, his people 
relocated and his service record 
treated with contempt, but the 
battlefield has taught him how to fight 
and he sets out to reunite his family 
waging his own form of justice.

The film has been nominated for 
Best Short Film in the 2017 AACTA 
awards (Australian Academy Awards) 
and premiered earlier this year at 
Melbourne International Film Festival 
and the GI Film Festival in Washington 
DC, also known as Sundance, for the 
troops. 

MIRO will screen, as part of the 
closing night awards with several 
other short films that explore stories 
of veterans and their service, on 
October 22nd at the Australian 
Defence Force Academy Canberra. 
For more information or to purchase 
tickets visit the festival website www.
veteransfilmfestival.com.

MIRO is a companion film to Victoria’s 
previous work The Telegram Man, 
which was also nominated for an 
AACTA award, received a BAFTA and 
has screened as part of the dawn 
service at Gallipoli for the last five 
years.

Shot anamorphic in outback NSW with 
a huge Morricone meets Interstellar 
style soundscape, it is best enjoyed 
on the big screen. The Veteran’s Film 
Festival is a great opportunity to see 
it as intended.

MIRO at the 
Veteran’s Film 

Festival

“In Schubert exists a divine spark” 
- such were the words of Beethoven 
about the young composer whose life 
would be snatched far too early, before 
his 32nd birthday. Even so, he left us 
with a great legacy of brilliant works. 
“It’s both exciting and challenging to 
be performing a quartet of Schubert on 
original instruments”, says Australian 
Haydn Ensemble Artistic Director Skye 
McIntosh. In October when the Ensemble 
visits the Valley, they will tackle one of 
his most moving string quartets - the 
Rosamunde - a challenging work not often 
attempted. “The composers were really 
challenging the setup of the instruments 
of the time - playing this way also adds 
another exciting dimension to the music.” 

The Ensemble has received high praise 
for its groundbreaking performances 
around Australia, and has quickly gained 
a reputation for its beautiful sound 
and creative programming. A delightful 
concert will be hosted at ‘Serenata’, the 
home of Robert Constable, on Saturday 
the 28th of October at 3pm. 

The Ensemble is one of Australia’s finest 
period instrument groups, specialising 
in the repertoire of the early classical 
era, and ranging from quartets to a 
full orchestra. Performers play on 18th 
century instruments strung with gut 
strings and using original bows.

McIntosh says: “My violin is a Joseph 
Panormo from 1820. He was an Italian 
who travelled and worked in London at 
that time. I am also lucky enough to have 
an original bow from 1780 which is quite 
rare as a lot of the old bows are too worn 
out now to play. Performing this music on 
original instruments really breathes new 

life into 
them. It’s 
a constant 
source of 
discovery 
and it’s 
exciting 
to look at 
original 
manuscripts 
and unearth 
new details there. I feel we are getting 
closer to the sound world of what the 
composers themselves would have 
heard.” 

The program will feature three iconic 
string quartets by Haydn, Mozart, and 
Schubert. Very fittingly, at this time 
of year, it includes Mozart’s Spring 
quartet along with Haydn’s Joke and 
the breathtakingly beautiful Rosamunde 
quartet by Schubert. 

The Ensemble is excited to be performing 
in the Valley. McIntosh says: “Kangaroo 
Valley really reminds me of the Tweed 
Valley where I grew up...we often pass 
through on our way to Berry and it’s 
such a treat. For some time we’ve been 
wanting to add a stop-off here to our 
regular touring route and we’re hoping 
to make this a regular thing in 2018 and 
beyond!”.

Don’t miss this concert of Classical 
masterworks. More details about the 
Australian Haydn Ensemble, the program, 
and how to book tickets can be made on 
the Ensemble’s website: australianhaydn.
com.au or by phoning the office on 

1800 334 388
www.australianhaydn.com.au

The Australian Haydn Ensemble in 
Kangaroo Valley

Australian Haydn Ensemble

Artistic Director, Skye McIntosh
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2017 Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival
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Your Weekend Guide

 
 

PUBLIC NOTICE 
 
The National Parks and Wildlife Service (within the Office of 
Environment and Heritage) are conducting a 1080 fox baiting 
program in the Kangaroo Valley,  Budgong and Illaroo areas for 
the protection of the Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. The 
baiting is conducted on various private properties, Council 
Reserves, NPWS estate, WaterNSW estate and vacant Crown 
land.  In addition, in response to increased wild dog activity 1080 
wild dog baiting is also being undertaken within NPWS estate.   
 
All bait stations in this program are permanently baited 
throughout the year. This baiting will be conducting using both 
1080 buried baits and 1080 (above ground) ejector devices at the 
bait station locations. Do not touch any bait or ejector devices.  
All properties being baited are sign posted with the baiting dates 
and an indication of which baiting methods are being used on 
each property.  Dog owners are reminded to ensure their dogs do 
not wander as dogs are highly susceptible to 1080 poisoning.  A 
map indicating the approximate location of each bait station 
is being hosted on the Friends of the Brush-tailed Rock-
wallaby website at www.rockwallaby.org.au 
 
For any further information please contact Melinda Norton, 
or Juliet Dingle at the NPWS Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy 
Falls on (02) 4887 8244. 
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Bowls

Sports Report

The period covered by this report is 
from 18 August to 16 September 2017.
Social bowls
Windy conditions no doubt affected 
numbers on Wednesday 16th August. It 
appears Bob Dunn and Geoff Lidbetter 
handled the conditions well enough to 
account for Derek Raymond and Terry 
Hayes. In another match the combination 
of Russell Tulloch and Barry Dunn proved 
too strong for Laurie Watson and Phil 
Chittick. In a match involving Mick 
Vassallo, Steve Kellett and David Lambert, 
played over 24 ends, Peter Haddon and 
Lindsay McNamara were the winners. 

On Saturday 19th the Phil and Ken 
Chittick combination came out winners 
over Adam Rigney and Barry Dunn; and 
in another match David Lambert and 
Lindsay McNamara proved to be in form 
that could not be overpowered by Russell 
Tulloch and Geoff Lidbetter. 

Wednesday 23rd saw George Waddell 
in good form, and he led Bob Dunn and 
David Armstrong to a narrow victory over 
Peter Haddon, Brian Fletcher and Derek 
Raymond. In another triples match of 
note Ken Crocker, Ken Stephens and Neil 
Robinson scored seven counters on one 
end that helped them to victory over 
Mick Vassallo, Tom Froggatt and Rob 
Folkard. A competitive Fours match saw 
Phil Chittick, Mark Power, Adam Rigney 
and Peter Delamont defeat by two shots 
the strong combination of Russell Tulloch, 
Geoff Lidbetter, David Badger and Terry 
Hayes, In a cut-throat match Lindsay 
McNamara outlasted Laurie Watson and 
Barry Dunn. 

On Saturday 26th Arch Mackinnon, Bob 
Dunn and Terry Hayes took a triples match 
after keeping Tom Froggatt, Barry Dunn 
and Col Good scoreless for the first six 
ends. 

On Wednesday 30th, Pairs matches saw 
Russell Tulloch and Derek Raymond, 
after the match being tied at end 19, 
go on with accurate bowling to defeat 
Col Good and David Armstrong. Geoff 
Lidbetter and Ben Watson led throughout 
to defeat Ken Chittick and David Badger. 
Triples matches proved very competitive, 
and Brian Povey, Tom Froggatt and Phil 
Chittick led throughout their match to 
defeat Bob Dunn, Brian Fletcher and 
Lindsay McNamara. Rob Folkard, Ken 
Stephens and David Lambert defeated the 
strong combination of Arch Mackinnon, 
Ken Crocker and Geoff Lidbetter. And 
in another match Paul Bezant, Lindsay 
McNamara and Terry Hayes, after 
dropping behind on ends nine to twelve, 
went on to defeat Col Good, David 
Lambert and Adam Rigney.

The triples match on Wednesday 6th 
September saw Bob Dunn, Ken Stephens 
and David Lambert leave the blocks 
rapidly and by end 11 had a winning lead; 
at that stage Brian Povey, Tom Froggatt 
and Derek Raymond found some form ,but 
too late to avoid defeat. Pairs matches of 
note were Rob Folkard and Phil Chittick in 
form that allowed them to take the match 
from Peter Haddon and Terry Hayes. And 
Col Good and Geoff Lidbetter left Lindsay 
McNamara and Mark Power in the dust. 

The triples match on Saturday 9th saw 
Bob Dunn, George Waddell and Terry 
Hayes unable to account for consistent 
scoring by Russell Tulloch, Tom Froggatt 

and new member Wade Eaton. 

Matches on Wednesday 13th were played 
in testing weather, but did not prevent 
David Lambert winning the Cut-throat 
match on a count back from Geoff 
Lidbetter, with Lindsay McNamara in third 
position. In the triples, Harry Harrop 
led Peter Haddon and Derek Raymond 
to victory, after being behind at end 
17, by scoring on each of the final ends 
against Mick Vassallo, George Waddell 
and Barry Dunn. In another triples match 
Rob Folkard, Russell Tulloch and Col Good 
were aided to victory by scoring seven 
counters on end 11, which could not be 
run down by Bob Dunn, Brian Povey and 
Phil Chittick.  

On Saturday 16th Harry Harrop and Wayne 
Skinner had a one shot victory over Barry 
Dunn  and Phil Chittick, who made a 
gallant dash for victory by scoring on the 
three final ends.

Other matches
The semi-finals of the Mixed Pairs were 
finalised yesterday, with Gillian Portener 
and Terry Bezant defeating Irene and 
Bob Dunn 35 to 11 and Bev Thompson 
and Peter Delamont claiming their match 
from Denise Prentice and Col Good 26 to 
7. In the first round of the Major/Minor 
Pairs Lindsay McNamara/Geoff Lidbetter 
defeated Ken Chittick/ Paul Bezant 26 to 
19. David Lambert/ Jim Abbott defeated 
Ken Stephens/Phil Chittick 20 to 11. In 
other Championship games Rob Folkard/
Peter Delamont defeated David Lambert/
Jim Abbott 24 to 22; in this match David 
and Jim had a match winning lead at end 
14, but from that point Rob and Peter 
dominated the scoreboard and didn’t 
allow David and Jim to record another 
winning shot until end 21. Bob Dunn/Col 
Good defeated Lindsay McNamara/Geoff 
Lidbetter 22 to 10; this match saw Bob 
and Col take the lead from the start and 
with consistent scoring controlled the 
match.

Recently Deb and Rob Folkard claimed 
victory by winning two matches in the 
Currarong mixed pairs tournament. Their 
winning scores were +8 and +26, which 
gained them $300, and then they went on 
to win the wine raffle that they shared 
with the teams they defeated. Well done 
Deb and Rob, good to see you raising our 
flag.

For further information regarding play at 
Berry telephone 0488 729 229. Remember 
to also ring this number by 12 noon on a 
Wednesday or Saturday for a 1pm start if 
you would like to play in a social game of 
bowls.

Enjoy your bowls.   

The Bias One
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Golf Club

Sports Report

On Saturday, 19 August a Stableford 
competition was comfortably won by 
Charles Tarbey with a very good score 
of 39 points. Victor Topper, a visitor, 
was second with 36 points and Rachel 
Underdown took third place, on a 
countback, with 34.

It was a full day for our Club on Saturday 
26 August, with the morning competition 
being Stroke as well as the August Monthly 
Medal. After the comp we held a Club 
BBQ, which was followed by our AGM 
and then the presentation of Medals 
and Trophies for 2016/17. Mark Grant 
won both the Stroke and Medal, on a 
countback, with a net 74; Charles Tarbey 
was second, also with a net 74; and Steve 
Atkins was third with a net 75. Peter 
Dumbrell did a great job buying the meat 
and drinks as well as cooking the BBQ. 
Thanks Peter, and also thanks to all those 
who prepared a wonderful choice of salads 

and potato bake. We all had a great time.

There were no changes to the Committee, 
with all positions being filled unopposed. 
They are Steve Atkins, President; 
Ron Bower, Captain; Peter Dumbrell, 
Secretary; Gordon Thomson, Treasurer; 
and Suzanne Greer and Mike Oliver, 
Committee Members.  

On Saturday, 2 September it was back to 
Stableford, with Robert Calkhoven having 
a comfortable win with 37 points;  
Rod Ashbolt scored 34 points, finishing 
second on a countback; Charles Tarbey 
was third, also with 34. 

We held our Club Championship on the 
weekend of 9-10 September. A handicap 
stroke comp was held on both the 
Saturday and Sunday, and the aggregate 
gross scores decided the Championships. 
Peter Dumbrell won the Saturday comp 
with a net 69, Robbie McDonnell was 
second with a net 71 and Ron Bower third 
with a net 72. The Sunday comp was won 

by Craig Riethmuller with a net 69, Allan 
Harvey second with a net 71 and Ron 
Bower was again third with another net 72. 

The Champions were: ‘A’ Grade - Craig 
Riethmuller with rounds of 89 and 
79, aggregate 168; ‘B’ Grade - Robbie 
McDonnell with rounds of 84 and 
90, aggregate 174; ‘C’ Grade - Peter 
Dumbrell, with rounds of 93 and 96, 
aggregate 189; Ladies Div 1 - Natalie 
McDonnell with rounds of 118 and 96, 
aggregate 214; and Ladies Div 2 - Ruth 
Keaney with rounds of 107 and 106, 
aggregate 213.

Saturday, 16 September was a much 
more relaxing day following the hectic 
Championship weekend, with Steve Atkins 
winning the Stableford comp by beating 
Charles Tarbey on a countback, as both 
finished with 35 points. Robert Calkhoven 
finished third, on a countback with 33 
points  

Until next time,      Seventy Plus 

Charles Tarbey receiving the A Grade trophy Natalie McDonnell receiving the Ladies trophy Ron Bower receiving the C Grade trophy
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Paul Macefield
M 0413 443 786  P 02 4868 2007
paul.macefield@harcourts.com.au    

Robert Henderson
M 0407 450 575  P 02 4868 2007
robert.henderson@harcourts.com.au     

378 Argyle Street Moss Vale NSW 2577
 harcourtssouthernhighlands
www.southernhighlands.com.au      
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The intrepid explorers have returned 
after witnessing one of nature’s greatest 
spectacles and the news is all good. As 
many of you know I travelled to the US 
in August with my youngest daughter 
Nicole to try and see the Great American 
Eclipse. 

I’d been looking forward to this since 
2012, when a persistent cloud upset 
the viewing of the Total Solar Eclipse in 
Cairns. It’s hard to know if I would have 
anticipated this year’s eclipse more if I’d 
actually witnessed totality in Cairns but 
in the back of my mind were lingering 
doubts. The pain of failure still lingered 
in my astronomer heart. 

All eclipses have a “what if” factor 
based on prevailing weather and 
local conditions. The eclipse in Cairns 
occurred in November, or early monsoon 
season, and there was always a chance 
bad weather would interfere. We had 
travelled to Atherton on the tablelands 
the day before as part of our scouting 
operation, and on that day the rain was 
persistent and unnerving, so we decided 
to stay near the coast. It turned out to 
be luck of the draw as other friends on a 
beach further north had perfect seeing 
between the clouds that obscured our 
view. The Atherton had perfect weather.

This time the path of the eclipse would 
sweep right across the United States from 
Oregon in the west to the Carolinas in 
the east - hence the naming as the Great 
American Eclipse. For once the hyperbole 
was warranted. It was estimated as many 
as 90 million people may be in a position 
to witness totality. Lots of Americans 

would be on the move, that’s for sure. 
Of course there would be many eclipse 
chasers from around the world as well, 
because it is a good safe country in which 
to travel and accommodation is plentiful. 
We decided to go right to the heart of 
the country, in wide open Nebraska, 
and it proved to be a wise choice. I felt 
in Oregon there was a chance for poor 
weather from the ocean, and of course 
the Rocky Mountains can have their own 
micro-climate, so Idaho and Wyoming  
were crossed off the list. To the east of 
Nebraska you’re getting into more humid 
weather in states such as Tennessee and 
the Carolinas. 

Two nights before, while we rested and 
prepared in Denver, the weather forecasts 
were not positive. The prediction was 
for 60% cloud cover and 40% chance of 
rain. Could we change our plans? Could 
we make a run for another state? The 
weather was unpredictable across five 
states, so we decided our first plan was 
still the best - all else was unknown. 
The rest of the eclipse talk was all 
about people paying huge premiums for 
accommodation, up to $1,000 per night. 
We had booked seven months before and 
were anxious our booking was safe.  

The day before the eclipse we drove 
from Denver to Kearney in rural Nebraska 
where our room awaited - phew! We 
could also buy eclipse glasses here for 
only $1. This university  town was on the 
edge of the path of totality and, as the 
eclipse would occur at 1pm local time, 
we planned to travel about 50km north 
to get an extra 30 seconds of totality, 
right in the centre of the path of the 
Moon’s shadow. The night brought rain, 
quite heavy showers, but the day dawned 
relatively clear and by mid-morning 
there were very few clouds anywhere. 
Our spirits were really high and the 
excitement was building. 

By mid morning we had parked ourselves 
in a bare patch off a side road and, 
appropriately for Nebraska, in the middle 
of acres and acres of cornfield. All the 
towns around had been holding events for 
days and most major parks and schools 
were packed out. It was a hard choice 
to watch by ourselves but the crowds in 
the towns would have made it difficult to 
park or ensure a good spot to view, so we 
chose to share the experience together. 
You can see us in the image watching 
the early stages with our eclipse glasses. 
Unlike the Donald we kept ours on. 

I rented a telephoto lens in Denver and 
took many shots, but I was determined to 
watch the eclipse so I just kept pushing 
the remote button and occasionally 
adjusting the camera to keep the Sun 
in view. Don’t ever worry about taking 
pictures! Someone else will do a better 
job and the human eye is the only thing 
that can do it justice. You can see the 
Moon’s shadow race toward you at 1600 
kph. At first the sky is tinged with orange 
and quickly the shadow grows. The birds 
become quiet and I’m sure the wind 
dropped as well. The sky was not black 
at totality, but the deepest darkest royal 
blue. Nicole was in tears as she said “Oh 
Dad, it’s the most beautiful thing I’ve 
ever seen!” She said this three times. 
It was heart-achingly spectacular and I 
cannot compare it to anything I’ve seen. 
I’m already planning for the next one. 

Will it be Chile in 2019 or Texas in 2024? 
All of us can look forward to the next 
Total Solar Eclipse in Australia in July, 
2028. Making landfall in the Kimberley it 
will cross the continent and its path takes 
it right through Sydney where it will last 
three minutes at least. That will be the 
Great Australian Eclipse!

Clear skies!

Diamond Ring effect at Totality

Usuing our Eclipse glasses
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02 4464 1300 
www.rh.com/berry 

 
If you would like to discuss how we  can help you 
showcase your property for sale or lease please 

give us a call 4464 1300 
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Contributing the proceeds of downsizing 
to superannuation
In the May budget the Federal 
Government proposed that, from 1 July 
2018, individuals aged 65 or over will 
be able to make a non-concessional 
contribution to super of up to $300,000 
from the proceeds of selling their home.

These contributions will not count 
towards the non-concessional contribution 
cap, and the individual making the 
contribution will not need to meet the 
existing maximum age, work or $1.6m 
balance tests for contributing to super.

The home sold must have been owned 
by the individual for the past ten or 
more years and have been the principal 
residence of the individual. Both 
members of a couple can contribute to 
super under this policy from the proceeds 
of the sale.

Legislation is currently being developed 
for this measure.

New retirement village reforms to 
protect residents
Shortly after we published allegations 
of unfair provisions in retirement 
village contracts, the NSW Government 
announced the introduction of a new 
package of reforms designed to make 
contracts more transparent and to 
provide tools for retirement village 
residents to compare costs.

The package includes a four-point plan 
that will put consumers first and protect 
residents from potentially dodgy practices.

Two government proposals 
to benefit seniors

The package also includes:

• an overhaul of the Retirement Villages  
 Regulation 2009, including requiring  
 greater transparency around fees and  
 charges in contracts

• an online calculator to help 
 prospective residents and their  
 families better understand the  
 estimated costs of living in a   
 retirement village

• a compliance blitz targeting NSW  
 retirement villages.

An inquiry will also be launched to make 
sure residents have the protections they 
deserve and that NSW Fair Trading has the 
necessary powers to ensure retirement 
village operators are complying with the 
law.

Minister for Ageing Tanya Davies said 
she wanted residents to live fulfilling, 
independent lives in their chosen 
retirement village.

“While retirement villages offer a great 
living option for many seniors, we need 
to ensure the laws in place appropriately 
protect their financial and physical 
independence.”

      
    Tony Barnett

Chairman

Kangaroo Valley Seniors

Accommodation & Support Committee

Community 
information 
directory

24 HOUR CRISIS SERVICES

Police, Ambulance, Fire Brigade     000
To call emergency services from a mobile 
phone with no network  112
Lifeline 13 11 44
Salvation Army Care Line 1300 363 622
Health Direct Australia 1800 022 222
Mensline Australia 1300 789 978
Rape Crises Centre (NSW) 1800 424 017
Domestic Violence Line (NSW) 1800 666 463
Poisons Information Centre 13 11 26
Telephone Interpreter Service
(for speech/communication impairment)
 1300 555 727
Beyondblue Info line 1300 224 636

COUNSELLING SUPPORT

Suicide Call Back Service 1300 659 467
Salvation Army National
Hope Line 1300 467 354
Sane Australia 1800 187 263
Parentline NSW 1300 130 062
Family Relationships  
Advice Line 1800 050 321
Relationships Australia 1300 364 277
Dads in Distress 1300 853 437
Grief Support Line 02 9489 6644
Compassionate Friends
(Bereaved Parents and
Suicide Survivors) 1800 671 621
National Association for
Loss and Grief 02 6882 9222
Mental Health
Information Service 1300 794 991
Association of Friends and Relatives
of the Mentally Ill (ARAFMI) 1800 655 198
Credit and Debt Hotline 1800 808 488
Gay and Lesbian
Counselling Service 1800 184 527
Carers NSW 1800 242 636
NSW Rural Mental Health
Support Line  1800 201 123
Veterans and Veterans Family
Counselling Service  1800 011 046

CENTRELINK 13 10 21

Editor’s note
This list was compiled as part of the work 
undertaken by the Seniors Support group in 
the valley. 
The Voice supports the group’s activities and 
initiatives and reprints the information as 
part of our community service ethic.
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The Directory

JFK  
LEGAL

SPECIALISING IN
· Basic Wills $550
·  Disputed wills
· Probate
· Personal Injury law
·  Car Accidents
· Court Mentions

All the way with JFK

Mobile Legal Service   Phone 02 9665 4846

Valley Moss
0427 651 230

www.facebook.com/mandy.valleymoss | www.instagram.com/mandy.valleymoss
email: mandy.valleymoss@gmail.com

Locally sourced, specialising in native flowers for all occasions

Changing individuals, corporations, families and communities one thought at a time.

www.movingminds.com.au | heather@movingminds.com.au

Heather Bray
BA (Psych), M.SC (Psych) 

0412 219 993 

1 Broughton Street, Kangaroo Valley Stays 

Psychology Services

Voice  
Advertising 
Rates 2017

Size (mm) B/W Colour

1/8 page (60 x 90) $40 N/A
(90 x 60)

1/4 page (90 x 130) $55 $145
(130 x 90)

1/2 page (190 x130) $85 $185
1/2 page (Back Cover) $220

Full page  (190 x 270) $140 $280
Full page  (Back Cover) $300

Centre Spread $560
(if available)

Directory

Small $21 per issue for 6 month sub
Large $42 per issue for 6 month sub

for completed ads*  
supplied as .jpg files

* a fee will be charged for ads to be made up
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The Directory continued

BUILDING DESIGNER    
B.Arch UTS

T 02 4465 1224   M 0412 671 735
E davidcox@fastrac.net.au
PO BOX 6037 Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
www.davidcoxdesign.com.au

Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!
Advertising in the directory encourages our local community 
to support local businesses and gives you as a business owner 
an opportunity to tell the community what you do and how to 

find you.

Get seen in 2017, advertise local.

Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad) $42 (large ad)

Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Wrights Farm Machinery Pty Ltd MTA Member  Motor Mechanic Lic#: 106089

Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley  •  0411 619 179

For all mechanical repairs
... your local mechanic 

John Wright
• Authorised Safety Check Station
• Pink Slips
• Eftpos available 

MVRL 53587
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Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!
Advertising in the directory encourages our local community 
to support local businesses and gives you as a business owner 
an opportunity to tell the community what you do and how to 

find you.

Get seen in 2017, advertise local.

Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad) $42 (large ad)

Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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0402 576 859
02 4465 5000

gpjames cleaning@gmail.com

Ladies & Mens Hair Dresser

graphic design
greer taylor

| BROCHURES | POSTERS | BOOKLETS |
| BUSINESS CARDS | BANNERS |

| SIGNAGE | BOOKS |
| LOGO DESIGN |

0409 663 373   
greer@greertaylor.net

no job too small
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EMERGENCIES 
Police  13 1444 or  4421 9699
Ambulance 000 
Poisons 13 1126
Integral Energy 13 1003 
Lifeline 13 1114
Fire 000
Storm and flood SES 132500 

SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool  Jacinta Perry 4465 1327
P&C Vicki Barger 
Public School Andrew Smee  
Scots College Jeff Grundy 4465 1089
Anglican Church  Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School  Jeanette Dumbrell  4465 2708
Catholic Church Parish Office  4423 1712

CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute Joan Bray 4465 1851
Lions Club  Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
V.I.E.W. Club Jenelle Brangwin 4465 1955
Remexio Partnership  Libby Turnock 4465 1357
Environment Greg Thompson 0473 114 026
Wildlife Rescue South Coast  0418 427 214
Wires  4862 1788

AGES and STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Cuppa and kids   Kate Hole  0432 177 206

SPORTS and EXERCISE
Bushwalking Fran Pritchard  4465 1599
Cricket Club Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
Fishing Club Vinnie Winch  4465 1448 
Frisbee Mark McLennan 0439 456 356
Golf Club Gordon Thomson 4465 1958
Hockey Club Sharon Gomez  4465 1580
Pilates Melinda Mangold    0404 483 680     
Pony Club Karen Barker 0407 928 994 
Rowing Club Gerry Garrett  4465 1419
Tennis Club Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Yoga   Vasudha Rao  4465 1093
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews 4465 1364

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous Rick  4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew Fitzsimmons  4465 1482
Budgong Community Group Alex Cooke 0418 440526
Chamber Tourism & Commerce Brenda Sambrook   0407 466 890
Historical Society   Garth Chittick  4465 1367 
FIG Community Garden Lyn Rutherford 0414 737 547
FYRE Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival  Nick Minogue 0414 732 514 
KVCA                                 Wendy Caird 
 kvcollections@bigpond.com 
KV Sustainable
Land Management Group Jan Johnson  4465 1593
KVRFS Captain   Mike Gorman 0447 651 540 
  4465 1540
K. V. Show  Mairi Langton 0412 180 778 
Osborne Park Hall Jacqui. Lenz  4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Tony Barnett 4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support  Tony Barnett  4465 1800                                       
Upper River Progress Assn Sarah Butler 4465 1364
 

WEEKLY EVENTS
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass  St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon 1-3 pm Women’s Bible Study 
 Anglican Hall  4465 1585
Tues 10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga  4465 1364
Tues Cuppa and kids 
 Sunday School Hall  from 9-30 am
Tues Yoga at KV Hall  9.30-10.45am and 6-7.15pm
 Contact Vasudha  4465 1093
Wed  KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm and meetings 
 1st Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m. 
Wed Mass St Joseph’s 7 am (NB No Mass on Fridays)
Wed  Pioneer Museum Park Conservation Group 
 from 9am finishing about 4pm  
 Contact Werner Bayer  4465-1058 
Wed Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
 The Friendly Inn 7pm
Wed 6-8 pm Iyenga yoga  4465 1364
Wed Drama Classes for teenagers at The KV Hall 
 Wednesdays 5pm-6.30pm. 
 Contact Jillian O’Dowd  0468 309 530
Thurs FIG Community Garden 
 9am-11am 0417 651 174
Thurs Yoga at KV Hall 1.30 - 2.45pm 
 Contact Vasudha  4465 1093
Thurs  1-3 pm Women’s Care and Share - 
 Anglican Hall  4465 1585
Thurs Friendly Inn Garden from 10am-12pm
  0414 737 547
Sat Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Sun Anglican Church  4465 1585  
 8.30am Traditional service 
 10 am Contemporary service and 
 Sunday School    
 Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
 

MONTHLY EVENTS
 Mon (1st) KV Rural Fire Service meeting 
 7.30 pm – Fire Shed 
 Contact Mike Gorman     4465 1540,  0447 651 540
Mon (2nd) Environment Group – 6 pm – Rectory Close
 Contact Greg Thompson 0473 114 026
Mon (3rd) A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall
 Contact Mairi Langton 0412 180 778
 Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee. 
 Contact Belinda  0466 065 768
Tues (3rd) Bushwalk 
 Contact Fran Pritchard 4465 1599 
 for confirmation and location of meeting place
Tues (4th) Lions Club Contact Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
Tues (2nd) Pre School Meeting
Tues (2nd) Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm 
 Proceeds to Alzheimer’s Australia  4465 2001 
Tues (2nd)  KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon  
 Contact Garth Chittick 4465 1367 
Thurs (2nd) P. and C. Meeting – KV  School 
Fri (2nd) View Club General Meeting and Luncheon
 12 pm – locations as advised
Sat (first) FIG Community Garden  
 9am - 12noon 0414 737 547
Sat (last)   Brogers Creek Landcare 
 Contact Andrew or Liz  4465 1482
Sun (2nd)  Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Sun (last) Fishing Club Competition Day
 Contact Harold Sharman    4465 1140
Sun (varies) KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park) 
 contact Victoria Salkeld  4465 2520
 

BI-WEEKLY EVENTS
 
Thursday:   (1st and 3rd) Men’s Group - 7.30 pm
 Contact Bob Dunn 4465 1056

What’s coming up

Group secretaries please check and update contact 
details if necessary

e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Claim the date! 
Let us know what events you have coming up

Email thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

7th Oct 7.30pm Celebración Espiritual St Patricks Catholic Church, Berry 0410 410 144
8th Oct 8am-12pm Kangaroo Valley community garage sale held at the Friendly Inn 0410 490 155
20-22nd Oct Kangaroo Valley Folk Festival www.kangaroovalleyfolkfestival.com.au
28th Oct 3pm Australian Haydn Ensemble – Contact 1800 334 388
7th Nov Melbourne Cup Luncheon supporting CMRI – Contact Trish Sherborne 0421 502 020
16th -17th Feb 2018 Kangaroo Valley Show kvshowcommittee@gmail.com 
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Kangaroo Valley Rural  
 

Pty. Ltd.  

Adrian: 0417 677 518 - Email: adrianhindman@bigpond.com 
* For all your earthmoving and rural contracting needs 

* Fully trained, reliable, competent operators 
	

* Footings, house sites, driveways, dams, retaining walls, arenas                  
* Supply/delivery of road base, sand, top soil, landscaping rock 

* 5.5 tonne & 22 tonne excavators, 12 tonne tipper & trailer 
* Track bobcat, auger                   

* Cattle yards 
* Rural fencing 

* 4WD tractor with GPS 
* Boom spraying 
* Slashing, mulching 
* Fertilizer spreading 
 


